






This Annual Report is dedicated to all the citizens of our Town for their pa-
tience, good spirits, and support of their neighbors during the December ice
storm. Throughout our Town, during the most trying days, citizens worked to-
gether to clean up, look after neighbors, volunteer at the shelter, donate food,
lend generators, make emergency repairs and, in all, exhibit the finest ofhuman
qualities: love for others.
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— Town Meeting Minutes —
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWNOFJAFFREY
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING WARRANT
2008
Elections - March 11, 2008 (8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.)
Business Meeting - March 15, 2008 (9:00 a.m.)
TO: The inhabitants of the Town of Jaffrey, in the County of Cheshire, in
the State of New Hampshire, quahfied to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Veterans of Foreign War, Post
5613 in said Jaffrey on Tuesday, the 11th of March, 2008 at eight o'clock
in the forenoon (polls close at 7:00 p.m.) to vote for the town officers
and to act on other questions as required by law to be decided by official
ballot. Pursuant to RSA 39:2a and the vote of the Town at the adjourned
session of Town Meeting on March 13, 1979 and the Town Meeting on
March 13, 1993, the business portion of the meeting will be recessed until
nine o'clock in the forenoon, Saturday, March 15th, 2008, at the Ernest J.
Pratt Auditorium in Jaffrey, at which time the Town will act on all subjects
described in the following Warrant Articles except those requiring action
by official ballot:
Art. 1. To choose the following Town Officers: (by Official Ballot)
Selectman - for three-year term - Donald Maclsaac
Trustee of Trust Funds - for three-year term - Charles B. Marvin
Library Trustee - for three-year term - Richard Porter
Supervisor of the Checklist -for six-year term - Caroline Hollister
Moderator - for two-year term - Marc P. Tieger
Town Clerk - for three-year term - Maria Chamberlain
Treasurer - for three-year term - Sandra M. Stewart
Art. 2. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following amendments to
the Jaffrey Zoning Ordinances, as proposed by the Jaffrey Planning Board,
to be voted on by Official Ballot: (The exact text, and related material, of
each of these proposed changes is available at the Town Clerk's office and
at the polling place.)
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1. Are you in favor of Amendment #1 to the Jaffrey Land Use Plan as
proposed by the Planning Board? This amendment proposes to change the
title of the "Jaffrey Land Use Plan" to the "Jaffrey Zoning Ordinances".
Yes- 580 No- 168
2. Are you in favor of Amendment #2 to the Jaffrey Land Use Plan as
proposed by the Planning Board? This Amendment deletes Para 4.26C
of the Land Use Plan, which states that undevelopable land will not be
considered in calculating density requirements.
Yes- 481 No- 255
3. Are you in favor ofAmendment #3 to the Land Use Plan as proposed
by the Planning Board? This amendment establishes the Mountain Zone as
its own district (vs. the current overlay to the Rural Zone) and simplifies/
clarifies the requirements to provide differentiation with the existing Rural
Zone.
Yes- 563 No-189
4. Are you in favor of Amendment #4 to the Land Use Plan as
proposed by the Planning Board? This amendment revises the Open Space
Development Plan (OSDP) ordinance to encourage its use and better
define its requirements.
Yes-568 No-165
5. Are you in favor of updating the Floodplain Ordinance with revisions
as proposed by the National Flood Insurance Program (OEP)?
Yes-607 No-118
The meeting was called to order at 9: 10 a.m. The attendants were asked to
stand as the Boy Scouts from Troop 33 Michael Sisk and Garrett Bergeron
presented the colors and Locke Trimble led the assembly in the Pledge of
Allegiance. After which Mr. Tieger, (the moderator), asked everyone to
remain standing as he read the following:
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"Once again we come together again as is our tradition to help guide and
decide the business of the Town for the coming year. We are citizens with
different philosophies and options and yet we are united in our common
purpose - the continuing commitment to the well being of this wonderful
town which we are so fortunate to call home.
We come with heavy hearts and confused minds, as we observe world
events. For some of us this anxiety is intensified as our sons and daughters,
husbands and wives, and our dear friends have been called to the service of
their country. Please know that our thoughts and prayers are with them and
with you, in theses most difficult times. We also respect and understand
the rights of those with differing opinions and we sympathize with them in
their aguish. Above all we are reminded again of how fortunate we are to
live in the United States of America where the rights of all are respected.
As we reflect on the losses our community has endured during the past
year we re-affirm in silence our gratitude to those of our community who
are no longer with us. Let us pledge to honor their memories by continuing
their tasks and upholding the values in which they believed.
So let us listen and question, let us speak and debate with civility and
respect, let us learn from others even as we put forth our own views,
and when the meeting is over let us leave here with the knowledge that
the tradition of our Jaffrey Town Meeting, and our of participation in it,
remains stronger than ever. Please join me in a few moments of silent
meditation and reflection."
Mr.Tieger than recognized Chairman of the Board of Selectmen, Rick
Lambert. Rick Lambert then offered the following resolutions:
"Whereas Sara Belletete-Abitz served the Town of Jaffrey with honor and
distinction as a member ofTEAM Jaffrey;
Now, therefore, be it resolved and proclaimed in Town Meeting convened
March 15, 2007, that the Town of Jaffrey wishes to express our thanks and
sincere gratitude and that this expression of our thanks be made a part of
the official record of this meeting."
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"Whereas John Sanderson served the Town of Jaffrey with honor and
distinction as a member of the Historic District Commission;
Now, therefore, be it resolved and proclaimed in Town Meeting convened
March 15, 2008, that the Town of Jaffrey wishes to express our thanks and
sincere gratitude and that this expression of our thanks be made a part of
the official record of this meeting."
"Whereas Steve Rigopoulus served the Town of Jaffrey with honor and
distinction as a member ofTEAM Jaffrey;
Now, therefore, be it resolved and proclaimed in Town Meeting convened
March 15, 2008, that the Town of Jaffrey wishes to express our thanks and
sincere gratitude and that this expression of our thanks be made a part of
the official record of this meeting."
"Whereas Birgit Johanson served the Town of Jaffrey with honor and
distinction as a member of the Conservation Commission;
Now, therefore, be it resolved and proclaimed in Town Meeting convened
March 15, 2008, that the Town of Jaffrey wishes to express our thanks and
sincere gratitude and that this expression of our thanks be made a part of
the official record of this meeting."
"Whereas Cynthia Weimann served the Town of Jaffrey with honor and
distinction as a member of the Community Center Committee;
Now, therefore, be it resolved and proclaimed in Town Meeting convened
March 15, 2008, that the Town of Jaffrey wishes to express our thanks and
sincere gratitude and that this expression of our thanks be made a part of
the official record of this meeting."
"Whereas Nick Hill served the Town of Jaffrey with honor and distinction
as a member TEAM Jaffrey;
Now, therefore, be it resolved and proclaimed in Town Meeting convened
March 15, 2008, that the Town of Jaffrey wishes to express our thanks and
sincere gratitude and that this expression of our thanks be made a part of
the official record of this meeting."
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"Whereas Tammy Griffin served the Town of Jaffrey with honor and
distinction as a member of the Economic Development Council;
Now, therefore, be it resolved and proclaimed in Town Meeting convened
March 15, 2008, that the Town of Jaffrey wishes to express our thanks and
sincere gratitude and that this expression of our thanks be made a part of
the official record of this meeting."
"Whereas Patty Farmer served the Town of Jaffrey with honor and
distinction as a member of the Budget Committee;
Now, therefore, be it resolved and proclaimed in Town Meeting convened
March 15, 2008, that the Town of Jaffrey wishes to express our thanks and
sincere gratitude and that this expression of our thanks be made a part of
the official record of this meeting."
"Whereas John Zimardo served the Town of Jaffrey with honor and
distinction as a member of the Conservation Commission;
Now, therefore, be it resolved and proclaimed in Town Meeting convened
March 15, 2008, that the Town of Jaffrey wishes to express our thanks and
sincere gratitude and that this expression of our thanks be made a part of
the official record of this meeting."
"Whereas Wayne Desrosiers served the Town of Jaffrey with honor and
distinction as a member of the Energy Committee;
Now, therefore, be it resolved and proclaimed in Town Meeting convened
Marchl5, 2008, that the Town of Jaffrey wishes to express our thanks and
sincere gratitude and that this expression of our thanks be made a part of
the official record of this meeting."
The resolutions were accepted by acclamation.
Selectman Clay Hollister was recognized. He offered the following
resolution:
"Whereas Richard Lambert served the Town of Jaffrey with honor and
distinction as a member of the Board of Selectmen:
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Now, therefore, be it resolved and proclaimed in Town Meeting convened
March 15, 2008, that the Town of Jaffrey wishes to express our thanks and
sincere gratitude and that this expression of our thanks be made a part of
the official record of this meeting."
The resolution was accepted by a standing ovation.
Mr. Tieger then welcomed everyone to the meeting. Mr. Tieger introduced
the front tables where the Selectmen, Town Manager, Department heads.
Town Clerk and Budget Committee Chairman sat.
Mr. Tieger made note that Phil Cournoyer had been sworn in as Assistant
Moderator for this town meeting. That he would be moderating a few of
the articles and that he would also be over seeing the Ballot box for secret
ballot articles.
Mr. Tieger went over the basic ground rules and guidelines for how our
town meeting is conducted. He recognized the following non-residents to
be allowed to speak: Town attorney David Tower, Town manager Michael
Hartman, Town engineer Randy Heglin, and Developer Terry Aho.
Mr. Tieger thanked the Fire Departments "Fast Squad" for providing
refreshments.
Mr. Tieger congratulated the Conant High School girl's basketball team
for their State Title and the boy's team for their third straight State Title.
Mr. Tieger proposed to waive reading of the Warrant in its entirety. It was
so moved and seconded.
Mr. Tieger read the results of Tuesday's voting.
Art. 3. That all reports submitted by Town Officers be accepted as read
and as printed in the Town Report.
So moved and seconded. Town Clerk, Maria Chamberlain apologized for
the disappointment anyone had in the Vital Stats not being in the report
and "it was done with only the best intentions of it being one less source
18
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for someone to misuse the information". She also stated that 2007 statistics
will be published next year along with 2008 statistics "unless otherwise
requested."
Owen Houghton presented the following amendment, on behalf of the
Jaffrey Historical Society: "That all reports submitted by Town Officers
be accepted as read and as printed in the Town Report, with the following
exception: that from this time forward the Vital Statistics shall be included
in the Town Report as per Article 19 of the 1981 Town Meeting; Further,
that the Vital Statistics of 2007 be printed in the 2008 Town Report."
This motion was seconded.
The article, as amended, was passed by voice vote.
Art. 4. To see if the Town will vote to approve the cost items included
in the collective bargaining agreement reached between the Town and the
Public Works Union, AFSCME Local 2973 that calls for the following
increase in salaries and benefits, this amount is included in Article 8.
Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
Year Estimated Increase in Cost Items
2008 $61,529
Selectman Frank Sterling moved and addressed the article.
With no discussion it was moved to vote on the article.
The article passed by voice vote.
Art. 5. Shall the Town, if Article 4 is defeated, authorize the governing
body to call one special meeting, at its option, to address Article 4 cost
items only?
This article was postponed indefinitely.
Art. 6. To see if the Town will vote to approve the cost items included
in the collective bargaining agreement reached between the Town and the
Police Union, AFSCME Local 3657, that calls for the following increase in
salaries and benefits, this amount is included in Article 8. Recommended
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by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
Year Estimated Increase in Cost Items
2008 $65,223
Selectman Frank Sterling moved and addressed the article.
With no discussion the article it was moved to vote on the article.
The article passed by voice vote.
Art. 7. Shall the Town, if Article 6 is defeated, authorize the governing
body to call one special meeting, at its option, to address Article 6 cost
items only?
This article was postponed indefinitely.
Art. 8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $6,975,714 for general municipal operations. Recommended by the
Selectmen and Budget Committee.
The article was moved by Budget Chairman Robert Bussiere and seconded
by Selectman Rick Lambert. Mr. Lambert addressed the article by thanking
the new town manager the tight budget.
Mr. Bussiere thanked his fellow Budget Committee members for their
responsibly and diligence in addressing the budget. He stated that there
is a 5.8% increase due to energy, heath service and cost of living- a "bare
bones" budget.
With only one question the article was moved to a vote.
The article passed by voice vote.
Art. 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$45,000, and to deposit said sum into the capital reserve fund established in
2002 under RSA 35 : 1 , for the purpose of conducting a Town wide property
revaluation. Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
Selectman Clay Hollister moved and addressed the article. After a couple
of questions the article was moved to vote.
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The article passed by voice vote.
Art. 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $125,000 for the purpose of purchasing new sidewalk plow. The
purchase will be funded by 45,000 from Capital Reserve, $40,000 from
the Downtown TIFD and $40,000 from the General Fund. Recommended
by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
Selectman Clay Hollister moved and addressed the article. After a couple
of comments the article was moved to vote.
The article passed by voice vote.
Art. 11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$25,000 for the purpose of purchasing and installing a new electrical back
up generator for the Fire Department. Recommended by the Selectmen
and the Budget Committee.
Selectman Frank Sterling moved the question and Selectman Rick Lambert
addressed the article.
Chairman of the Budget Committee Robert Bussiere gave a "that-a-boy"
to the Fire Chief in his work at getting Grant money whenever possible.
After a brief question the article was moved to vote.
The article passed by voice vote.
Phil Coumoyer moderated the two articles.
Art. 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
no more than $70,000 for the purpose of acquiring a parcel of land (Map
239, Lot 213), consisting of approximately 1 acre, to complete the ball-
field complex and as the site for a possible community center location in
the future, and for costs associated with the purchase including surveys,
closing costs and legal costs and other such costs necessary to complete
the purchase. Funded $35,000 from the Downtown TIFD and $35,000
from the General Fund. Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget
Committee.
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Selectman Clay Hollister moved and addressed the article. It was explained
that the land was being purchased from the State and that we could not
purchase it for less than the appraisal value.
After some questions, comments and words of support for the purchase the
article was moved to vote.
The article passed by a unanimous voice vote.
Art.l3. To see if the Town will vote to ratify the expenditure of up to
$160,000 for the acquisition of a conservation/water quality easement
and for associated costs with the purchase. Said costs to include due
diligence studies, surveys, appraisal, closing costs, legal fees and other
such costs necessary to complete the purchase, by negotiated purchase,
gift or otherwise, as substantiated by an independent third party appraisal
using funds from the existing Conservation Fund and/or grants and/or
private contributions, upon certain property referred to as "Grey Goose
Farmland" with two accesses both off Squantum Road, consisting of
56 acres more or less, and being shown on Assessor's Map 242 as Lots
57.3 (31+/- acres) and 57.4 (25+/- acres), to be conveyed to the Town
of Jaffrey in accordance with New Hampshire Chapter 36-A and other
relevant New Hampshire statutes relating to Conservation, to be under
the care, custody, management and control of the Jaffrey Conservation
Commission for the purpose of protecting down gradient and subsurface
water supplies, protection of agricultural soils, conservation of other natural
resources including wildlife habitat and potential public access for passive
recreation, and other uses consistent with the conservation. Submitted
by the Conservation Commission. Recommended by the Selectmen and
Budget Committee.
Selectman Frank Sterling moved and addressed the article. Brenda Bhatti
from the Conservation Commission gave an overview of how all of this
developed.
After some questions and comments the article was moved to a vote.
The article unanimously passed by voice vote.
At this point Marc Tieger took back the moderating duties.
Art.l4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$3,000 and to be deposited into the Cemetery Trees Trust Fund created in
22
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2007. Recommended by the Selectmen and Budget Committee.
Selectman Frank Sterling moved and addressed the article.
After a couple of comments the article was moved to a vote.
The article passed by voice vote.
Art.15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $2,500 to be deposited into the Gravestone Restoration Trust Fund
established in 2000. Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget
Committee.
Selectman Frank Sterling moved and addressed the article.
After a couple of comments the article was moved to a vote.
The article passed by voice vote.
Art. 16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$3,000 to be deposited into the Meeting House Trust Fund established in
1991. Recommended by the Selectmen and Budget Committee.
Selectman Clay Hollister moved and addressed the article.
With no questions or comments the article was moved to vote.
The article passed by voice vote.
Art. 17. To see if the Town will vote to amend Article 12 of the 1998
Town Meeting to provide that the Town Clock fund is to be utilized for the
maintenance and repair of both Town Clocks.
(2/3 vote required) Recommended by Selectmen.
Selectman Clay Hollister moved and addressed the article.
With no questions or comments a Division vote was taken.
Yes - 149 No-0
The article passed unanimously.
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Art. 18. To see if the Town will vote to accept the Stone Arch Bridge Tax
Increment Finance District Financing Plan.
Selectman Rick Lambert moved and addressed the article.
Ken Campbell moved the following amendment: "To see if the Town
will vote to accept the Stone Arch Bridge Tax Increment Finance District
Financing Plan. Deleting the $60,000 as shown on the Stone Arch Bridge
TIF district summary which had been ear marked for survey and design of
water expansion."
The amendment was seconded by Betty Royce. After a lot of discussion
the article, as amended, was moved to a standing vote.
Yes- 53 No-101
The amendment failed.
After one comment on the article it was moved to vote on the original
article.
The article passed by voice vote.
Art. 19. To see if the Town will vote to accept the Downtown Tax
Increment Finance District Financing Plan.
Selectman Rick Lambert moved and addressed the article. After a couple
of comments and questions the article was moved to vote.
The article passed by voice vote.
Phil Coumoyer moderated the next article.
Art. 20. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen
to accept as a town roadway (Class V) the construction and completion
of approximately 1300 feet of Perry Road (Clover Farms Subdivision)
once all conditions of the Town, its Boards and Departments have been
satisfied. Approved by the Planning Board on January 10, 2006, and as
built to Town specifications at no cost to the Town of Jaffrey. Submitted
by Board of Selectmen.
Selectman Clay Hollister moved and addressed the article. Terry Aho then
spoke about the history of the road, etc. After some lively questions and
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comments the article was moved to vote.
The article passed by voice vote.
Marc Tieger resumed moderating.
Art. 21. To see if the Town will vote to rescind Article 21 of the 1987
Annual Town Meeting regarding the discharge of firearms in the vicinity
of Cheshire Pond. Recommended by the Selectmen.
Selectman Frank Sterling moved and addressed the article. After some
passionate comments and some questions the article was moved to vote.
The article passed by voice vote.
Art. 22. To see if the Town will vote to amend Article 23 of the 1993
Annual Town Meeting to authorize that any proceeds which accrue from
forest management on town-owned property shall be apportioned 50% to
the Conservation Fund and 50% to the Town's General Fund, Enterprise
Fund or Special Revenue Fund. This amendment shall expire on December
31, 2018, at which time, going forward, in accordance with Article 23 of
the 1993 Annual Town Meeting, all revenues from forest management on
Town property shall be placed in the Conservation Fund. Recommended
by the Selectmen. Accepted by the Conservation Commission.
Selectman Rick Lambert moved and addressed the article.
Betty Royce moved to amend the article so that it deleted "Enterprise
Fund or Special Revenue Fund." After some questions and comments Mrs.
Royce withdrew her request to amend the article.
Discussion on the original article then proceeded. After many more
comments it was moved to vote. It had been requested to vote on this
as a secret ballot. Mr. Tieger instructed the voters to use their "a" ballot;
he then declared the polls open for a sufficient amount of time to allow
everyone to vote. The results were as follows:
Yes-81 No-64
The article passed by ballot vote.
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Art. 23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $18,000 to support the Jaffrey-Rindge Memorial Ambulance for the
ensuing year. Submitted by Petition. Recommended by the Selectmen and
the Budget Committee.
The article was moved and second. Dr. Ross Ramey, President of the
Jaffrey-Rindge Memorial Ambulance addressed the article.
With not discussion the article was moved to vote.
The article passed by voice vote.
Art. 24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $7,000 for the support of the Monadnock Community Early Learning
Center, a non-profit agency, or take any other action relating thereto.
Submitted by Petition. Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget
Committee.
The article was moved and seconded. The article was addressed by Susan
Leach. After one comment in support of the article the article was moved
to vote.
The article passed by voice vote.
Roy Stone moved to restrict reconsideration on all articles already passed.
It was seconded and passed by voice vote.
Art. 25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$7,163 for Monadnock Family Services, or take any other action relating
thereto. Submitted by Petition. Recommended by the Selectmen and the
Budget Committee.
Bill Driscoll moved and addressed the article. With no discussion the
article was moved to vote.
The article passed by voice vote.
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Art. 26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$17,000 to support HCS - Home Healthcare, Hospice and Community
Services to support the continuance of visiting nursing services being
provided to the residents of Jaffrey. Submitted by Petition. Recommended
by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
Owen Houghton moved and addressed the article. With no discussion the
article was moved to vote.
The article passed by voice vote.
Art. 27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $5,000 to help support the work of The Community Kitchen, Inc. in
Keene, NH. Submitted by Petition. Recommended by the Selectmen and
the Budget Committee.
Bill Jackson moved and addressed the article. After a couple of comments
the article was moved to vote.
The article passed by voice vote.
Art. 28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $3,800 (three thousand eight hundred dollars) to Southwestern
Community Services, Inc., a private non-profit, multi-service, anti-poverty
agency. Submitted by Petition. Recommended by the Selectmen. Not
recommended by the Budget Committee.
Candy Murphy moved and addressed the article. After a few comments the
article was moved to vote.
The article passed by voice vote.
Art. 29. To see if the Town will vote to approve the following resolution to
be forwarded to our elected officials at the local and state levels: Resolved:
We the citizens of Jaffrey, NH believe in a New Hampshire that is just and
fair. The property tax has become unjust and unfair. State leaders who take
a pledge for no new taxes perpetuate higher and higher property taxes.
We call on our State Representatives, our State Senator and our Governor
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to reject the "Pledge", have an open discussion covering all options, and
adopt a revenue system that lowers property taxes. Submitted by petition.
Owen Houghton moved and addressed the article. After many comments
the article was moved to vote.
The article passed by voice vote.
Art. 30. To take up any other business which may come legally before
this meeting.
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWNOFJAFFREY
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING WARRANT
2009
Elections - March 10, 2009 (8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.)
Business Meeting - March 14, 2009 (9:00 a.m.)
TO: The inhabitants of the Town of Jaffrey, in the County of Cheshire, in
the State of New Hampshire, quaUfied to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Veterans of Foreign War, Post 5613
in said Jaffrey on Tuesday, the 10th of March, 2009 at eight o'clock in
the forenoon (polls close at 7:00 p.m.) to vote for the town officers and to
act on other questions as required by law to be decided by official ballot.
Pursuant to RSA 39:2a and the vote of the Town at the adjourned session
of Town Meeting on March 13, 1979 and the Town Meeting on March
13, 1993, the business portion of the meeting will be recessed until nine
o'clock in the forenoon, Saturday, March 14th, 2009, at the Ernest J. Pratt
Auditorium in Jaffrey, at which time the Town will act on all subjects
described in the following Warrant Articles except those requiring action
by official ballot:
Art. 1. To choose the following Town Officers: (by Official Ballot)
Selectman - one person for three-year term
Trustee of Trust Funds - one person for three-year term
Library Trustee - two persons for three-year terms
Art. 2. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following amendments to
the Jaffrey Zoning Ordinance, as proposed by the Jaffrey Planning Board,
to be voted on by official ballot:
1. Are you in favor of amending the Zoning Ordinance, Section XIV
Signs, to clarify certain definitions, permitting requirements and
enforcement procedures. The full text of the proposed changes is
available at the Town Clerk's office and at the polling place.
2. Are you in favor of amending the Zoning ordinance, Section
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5.2 Areas and Setback for Buildings - All Districts, to read
as follows:
5.2 No lot on which a building is located in any district shall be
reduced or changed in size or shape so that the building or lot
fails to comply with the lot area, frontage, setback, yard or height
provisions of this ordinance that are applicable to the construction
or placement of the building on the lot unless a variance is
obtained from the Zoning Board of Adjustment. This provision
shall not apply, however, when a portion of a lot is taken for public
purposes.
Art. 3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum ofTwo
Million Eight Hundred Sixty-two Thousand Dollars ($2,862,000) for
• Water Main Replacement construction (Bullet Tank/Cathedral
Road/Prescott Road - $1.2 million)
• Water Main extension (extension to the Stone Bridge TIFD -
$1,662 million)
and to authorize the issuance of not more than Two Million Eight
Hundred Sixty-two Thousand Dollars ($2,862,000) of bonds and notes in
accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33,
et. seq.), as amended, and to authorize the Board of Selectmen to issue,
negotiate, sell and deliver such bonds or notes, and to determine the rate
of interest thereon and the maturity and other terms thereof, and to take
any other action the Board deems appropriate to effectuate the sale and/
or issuance of said bonds and to authorize the Selectmen to apply for,
obtain and accept federal, state or other aid which may be available for
said project and to comply with all laws applicable to this project: further
without impairing the status of this bond as a general obligation bond of
the Town, it is the intention of the Selectmen that the debt service on this
bond will be paid 2/3 by the Water User fees and 1/3 general tax revenue.
Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee. 2/3 Ballot
Vote Required.
Art. 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of Three Million Four Hundred Thousand Dollars ($3,400,000) for
construction of a Wastewater Filtration Process, Pellet Boiler and Sewer
System improvements (Inflow Infiltration Removal and Pump Station
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Rehabilitation) and to authorize the issuance of not more than Three
MilHon Four Hundred Thousand Dollars ($3,400,000) of bonds and notes
in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA
33 et. seq.), as amended, and authorize the Board of Selectmen to issue,
negotiate, sell and deliver such bonds or notes, and to determine the rate
of interest thereon and the maturity and other terms thereof, and to take
any other action the Board deems appropriate to effectuate the sale and/
or issuance of said bonds and to authorize the Selectmen to apply for,
obtain and accept federal, state or other aid which may be available for
said project and to comply with all laws applicable to this project; further
without impairing the status of this bond as a general obligation bond of
the Town, it is the intention of the Selectmen that the debt service on this
bond will be paid 2/3 by Sewer User fees and 1/3 general tax revenue.
Recommended by the Selectmen and Budget Committee. 2/3 Ballot Vote
Required.
Art. 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One
Million Two Hundred Thousand Dollars ($ 1 ,200,000) for environmental
assessment and commencement of preliminary design for road construction
(Route 202 Bypass) and to authorize the issuance of not more than One
Million Two Hundred Thousand Dollars ($1 ,200,000) of bond and notes in
accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33 et.
seq.), as amended, and authorize the Selectmen to issue, negotiate sell and
deliver such bonds or notes, and to determine the rate of interest thereon
and the maturity and other terms thereof, and to take any other action
the Board deems appropriate to effectuate the sale and/or issuance of
said bonds and to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, obtain and accept
federal, state or other aid which may be available for said project. This
project is contingent upon the receipt of grant funding. Recommended by
the Selectmen. 2/3 Ballot Vote Required.
Art. 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000) for the purpose of acquiring
a parcel of land (Map 239, Lot 139) consisting of approximately Vi acre,
to improve Humiston Field, and to authorize the issuance of One Hundred
Thousand Dollars ($100,000) of bonds and notes in accordance with the
provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33 et. Seq.) as amended,
and to authorize the Board of Selectmen to issue, negotiate, sell and deliver
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such bonds or notes, and to determine the rate of interest thereon and the
maturity and other terms thereof, and to take any other action the Board
deems appropriate to effectuate the sale and/or issuance of said bonds.
Recommended by the Selectmen and Budget Committee. 2/3 Ballot Vote
Required.
Art. 7. That all reports submitted by Town Officers be accepted as read
and as printed in the Town Report.
Art. 8. To see if the Town will vote to approve the cost items included
in the collective bargaining agreement reached between the Town and the
Public Works Union, AFSCME Local 2973 that calls for the following
increase in salaries and benefits, this amount is included in Article 12.
Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
Year Estimated Increase in Cost Items
2009 $12,140
Art. 9. Shall the Town, if Article 8 is defeated, authorize the governing
body to call one special meeting, at its option, to address Article 8 cost
items only?
Art. 10. To see if the Town will vote to approve the cost items included
in the collective bargaining agreement reached between the Town and the
Police Union, AFSCME Local 3657, that calls for the following increase in
salaries and benefits, this amount is included in Article 12. Recommended
by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
Year Estimated Increase in Cost Items
2009 $37,983
Art. 11. Shall the Town, if Article 10 is defeated, authorize the governing
body to call one special meeting, at its option, to address Article 10 cost
items only?
Art. 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $7,590,372 for general municipal operations. Recommended by the
Selectmen and Budget Committee.
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Art. 13. To see if the Town will vote to modify the income limit for
elderly exemptions from property tax in the Town of Jaffrey, to a net
annual income of not more than $24,000 or, if married, a combined annual
income of less than $30,000. This change to the elderly exemption will
take effect April 1,2009.
Art.l4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$3,000 to be deposited into the Cemetery Trees Trust Fund established in
2007. Recommended by the Selectmen and Budget Committee.
Art.15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $2,500 to be deposited into the Gravestone Restoration Trust Fund
established in 2000. Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget
Committee.
Art.l6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$3,000 to be deposited into the Meeting House Trust Fund established in
1991. Recommended by the Selectmen and Budget Committee.
Art. 17. To see if the Town will vote to accept the Stone Arch Bridge
Tax Increment Finance District Financing Plan. Recommended by the
Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
Art. 18. To see if the Town will vote to accept the Downtown Tax Increment
Finance District Financing Plan. Recommended by the Selectmen and the
Budget Committee.
Art. 19. To see if the Town shall adopt the provisions of RSA 36-A:4-
a,I(b) to authorize the Conservation Commission to expend Conservation
Fund funds for contributions to qualified organizations for the purchase
of property interests or facilitating transactions related thereto, where the
property interest is to be held by the qualified organization and the Town
will retain no interest in the property. The Conservation Commission shall
consult with the Board of Selectmen prior to initiating any action under the
provisions of RSA 36-A:4-a,I(b). Recommended by the Selectmen and the
Conservation Commission.
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Art. 20. To see if the Town shall vote to adopt the provisions of RSA
36-A:4-a, 1(a) to authorize the Conservation Commission to expend
Conservation Fund funds to purchase interests in land outside the boundaries
of our municipality, subject to the approval of the governing body.
Recommended by the Selectmen and the Conservation Commission.
Art. 21. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Land Acquisition Capital
Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 as part of the Town's
Capital Improvement Program for the purpose of acquiring or assisting
in the acquiring of land and conservation easements to conserve strategic
open space for the Town of Jaffrey in order to stabilize tax base and help
maintain scenic views, wildlife habitat and water quality. Recommended
by the Selectmen and Conservation Commission.
Art. 22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $5,000 to be
placed in the new Land Acquisition Capital Reserve Fund. Recommended
by the Selectmen, Conservation Committee and Budget Committee.
Art. 23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $16,000 to support the Jaffrey-Rindge Memorial Ambulance for the
ensuing year. Submitted by Petition. Recommended by the Selectmen and
the Budget Committee.
Art. 24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $7,000 for the support of the Monadnock Community Early Learning
Center, a non-profit agency, or take any other action relating thereto.
Submitted by Petition. Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget
Committee.
Art. 25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$7,163 for Monadnock Family Services, or take any other action relating
thereto. Submitted by Petition. Recommended by the Selectmen and the
Budget Committee.
Art. 26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$17,000 to support HCS - Home Healthcare, Hospice and Community
Services to support the continuance of visiting nursing services being
provided to the residents of Jaffrey. Submitted by Petition. Recommended
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Art. 27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $6,000 to
help support the work of The Community Kitchen, Inc. in Keene, NH. Submitted
by Petition. Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
Art. 28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,800
to Southwestern Community Services, Inc., a private non-profit, multi-service,
anti-poverty agency. Submitted by Petition. Recommended by the Selectmen
and the Budget Committee.
Art. 29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000
to the Park Theatre in Jaffrey, New Hampshire to demonstrate the Town's
commitment to the restoration and re-opening of the Theatre for the benefit of
its residents, businesses, schools and visitors and the greater Monadnock region
beyond. Submitted by Petition. Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget
Committee
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Elections - March 10, 2009 (8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.)
Business Meeting - March 14, 2009 (9:00 a.m.)
TO: The inhabitants of the Town of Jaffrey, in the County of Cheshire, in
the State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Veterans of Foreign War, Post 5613
in said Jaffrey on Tuesday, the 10th of March, 2009 at eight o'clock in
the forenoon (polls close at 7:00 p.m.) to vote for the town officers and to
act on other questions as required by law to be decided by official ballot.
Pursuant to RSA 39:2a and the vote of the Town at the adjourned session
of Town Meeting on March 13, 1979 and the Town Meeting on March
13, 1993, the business portion of the meeting will be recessed until nine
o'clock in the forenoon, Saturday, March 14th, 2009, at the Ernest J. Pratt
Auditorium in Jaffrey, at which time the Town will act on all subjects de-
scribed in the following Warrant Articles except those requiring action by
official ballot:
Art. 1. To choose the following Town Officers: (by Official Ballot)
Selectman - one person for three-year term
Trustee of Trust Funds - one person for three-year term
Library Trustee - two persons for three-year terms
Art. 2. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following amendments to
the Jaffrey Zoning Ordinance, as proposed by the Jaffrey Planning Board,
to be voted on by official ballot:
1. Are you in favor of amending the Zoning Ordinance, Section XIV
Signs, to clarify certain definitions, permitting requirements and en-
forcement procedures. The full text of the proposed changes is avail-
able at the Town Clerk's office and at the polling place.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: This proposal clarifies definitions of
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permanent, non-commercial and political signs and more clearly
defines when a permit is required. Permitting procedures are also
clarified providing application standards, timelines for the Town's
issuance of a permit and process for enforcement.
2. Are you in favor of amending the Zoning ordinance, Section V,
5.2 Areas and Setback for Buildings - All Districts, to read as fol-
lows:
5.2 No lot on which a building is located in any district shall be re-
duced or changed in size or shape so that the building or lot fails to
comply with the lot area, frontage, setback, yard or height provisions
of this ordinance that are applicable to the construction or placement
of the building on the lot unless a variance is obtained from the Zon-
ing Board of Adjustment. This provision shall not apply, however,
when a portion of a lot is taken for public purposes.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: The proposal specifies that a variance
must be obtained from the Zoning Board of adjustment to create a lot
or place a building which does not conform to the provisions of the
zoning ordinance.
Art. 3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum ofTwo
Million Eight Hundred Sixty-two Thousand Dollars ($2,862,000) for
• Water Main Replacement construction (Bullet Tank/Cathedral
Road/Prescott Road - $1.2 million)
• Water Main extension (extension to the Stone Bridge TIFD -
$1,662 million)
and to authorize the issuance of not more than Two Million Eight Hundred
Sixty-two Thousand Dollars ($2,862,000) of bonds and notes in accor-
dance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33, et. seq.),
as amended, and to authorize the Board of Selectmen to issue, negotiate,
sell and deliver such bonds or notes, and to determine the rate of interest
thereon and the maturity and other terms thereof, and to take any other ac-
tion the Board deems appropriate to effectuate the sale and/or issuance of
said bonds and to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, obtain and accept
federal, state or other aid which may be available for said project and to
comply with all laws applicable to this project: further without impairing
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the status of this bond as a general obligation bond of the Town, it is the
intention of the Selectmen that the debt service on this bond will be paid
2/3 by the Water User fees and 1/3 general tax revenue. Recommended by
the Selectmen and the Budget Committee. 2/3 Ballot Vote Required.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: This article will allow the Town to partici-
pate in the proposed Federal Economic Stimulus Plan. It is likely that fed-
eral funds for water and sewer projects will be distributed through existing
programs like the State Revolving Fund administered by the NHDES and
existing federal and state agencies. Funding through the plan is expected
to come in the form of a 75% grant, with the Town providing a match of
25%. The projects the Town has identified for participation in the stimulus
plan are projects that will need to be completed within the next decade,
and the Board is seeking authorization at this point in order to take ad-
vantage of federal funding should it become available. The Bullet Tank/
Cathedral Road/Prescott Road project will be undertaken whether or not it
is approved for participation in the Stimulus Plan.
• The Cathedral Road water main replacement project addresses
flow deficiencies in this pipe which affect fire flow character-
istics throughout the distribution system. This project would
also be eligible for typical SRF funding with probable 30%
principal forgiveness. Funds for this project have already been
appropriated from the water department retained earnings ac-
count. Passage of this article would allow the leveraging of
these funds to complete additional water main replacement in
the area (approximately 1700 If on Prescott Rd.) through the
Economic Stimulus Plan or the State Revolving Fund. If the
water main replacement project is undertaken utilizing SRF
funding the loan repayment would be made from the funds
appropriated for this purpose, having no additional impact on
the water rate.
• The extension of the water main to the Stone Arch Bridge
TIED will be undertaken at this time if the project is approved
for federal funding. The project may be eligible for federal
stimulus grant funds distributed through the EDA, USDA Ru-
ral Development or Community Development Block Grant
and or SRF. The project will also be eligible for regular fund-
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ing available through these same federal programs. This proj-
ect will not proceed, at this time, unless a favorable grant
package is obtained
Art. 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Three Million Four Hundred Thousand Dollars ($3,400,000) for construc-
tion of a Wastewater Filtration Process, Pellet Boiler and Sewer System
improvements (Inflow Infiltration Removal and Pump Station Rehabilita-
tion) and to authorize the issuance of not more than Three Million Four
Hundred Thousand Dollars ($3,400,000) of bonds and notes in accor-
dance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33 et. seq.),
as amended, and authorize the Board of Selectmen to issue, negotiate,
sell and deliver such bonds or notes, and to determine the rate of interest
thereon and the maturity and other terms thereof, and to take any other ac-
tion the Board deems appropriate to effectuate the sale and/or issuance of
said bonds and to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, obtain and accept
federal, state or other aid which may be available for said project and to
comply with all laws applicable to this project; further without impairing
the status of this bond as a general obligation bond of the Town, it is the
intention of the Selectmen that the debt service on this bond will be paid
2/3 by Sewer User fees and 1/3 general tax revenue. Recommended by the
Selectmen and Budget Committee. 2/3 Ballot Vote Required.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: This article will allow the Town to
participate in the proposed Federal Economic Stimulus Plan. It is
likely that federal funds for water and wastewater projects will be
distributed through existing programs like the SRF administered
by the NHDES. Funding through the plan is expected to come
in the form of a 75% grant, with the Town providing a match of
25%. The projects the Town has identified for participation in the
stimulus plan are projects that will need to be completed within
the next decade, and the Board is seeking authorization at this
point in order to take advantage of federal grant funding should it
become available. The projects will be undertaken only if they are
approved for participation in the Stimulus Plan.
The projects include the construction of a filtration system to com-
ply with anticipated phosphorus limit in the NPDES permit. This
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filtration will enhance the overall quality of the wastewater efflu-
ent including but not limited to reducing the amount of phosphorus
discharged to the environment benefiting the quality of water in
the Contoocook River. This treatment process was removed from
the previously approved wastewater treatment facility construc-
tion authorization due to financial concerns. The Town at the time
was reminded that this process will likely be needed in the future.
As the necessity of this treatment is likely, it is to the advantage
of the town to seek stimulus funding for this project at a much
higher grant level than currently available to the town. Additional
work includes the installation of a wood boiler to heat the process
building. This installation will reduce the town's reliance on fossil
fuels. Work also includes the relining of sewer mains and rehabili-
tation of manholes to remove extraneous inflow and infiltration in
the system, thereby reducing the amount of water that is treated at
the facility and lowering the costs to operate the new facility. Ad-
ditional work includes the rehabilitation of the 40 year old River
Street pump station and the Nelson Circle pump station.
Art. 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One
Million Two Hundred Thousand Dollars ($1,200,000) for environmental
assessment and commencement of preliminary design for road construc-
tion (Route 202 Bypass) and to authorize the issuance of not more than
One Million Two Hundred Thousand Dollars ($1,200,000) of bond and
notes in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA
33 et. seq.), as amended, and authorize the Selectmen to issue, negotiate
sell and deliver such bonds or notes, and to determine the rate of interest
thereon and the maturity and other terms thereof, and to take any other ac-
tion the Board deems appropriate to effectuate the sale and/or issuance of
said bonds and to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, obtain and accept
federal, state or other aid which may be available for said project. This
project is contingent upon the receipt of grant funding. Recommended by
the Selectmen. 2/3 Ballot Vote Required.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: This article will allow the Town to
commence with the required environmental assessment and pre-
liminary design to allow the project to proceed and obtain place-
ment on the NHDOT Ten Year Transportation Improvement Plan
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listing of highway projects. Once projects are included on the
Ten Year Plan, funding then becomes possible through various
sources. The Town will seek grant funding for this environmental
assessment and preliminary design through the US Department of
Commerce Economic Development Agency. The application is
competitive with similar projects with possible 50% grant fund-
ing. Authorization to proceed with this asses'sment will allow the
project to be competitive and receive a higher ranking than those
projects without funding in place. Other possible grant mecha-
nisms exist through Rural Development, Community Develop-
ment Block Grant, which the Town will actively pursue. Net costs
will be shared between the general fund and the Downtown TIF
District. This project will not proceed unless a favorable grant
package is obtained. Due to the current status of this project,
economic stimulus funding is not likely. The Board of Selectman
will be required to hold a public hearing on this project to accept
grant funds and to proceed with this environmental assessment
and preliminary design.
Art. 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000) for the purpose of acquiring
a parcel of land (Map 239, Lot 139) consisting of approximately Vi acre,
to improve Humiston Field, and to authorize the issuance of One Hundred
Thousand Dollars ($100,000) of bonds and notes in accordance with the
provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33 et. Seq.) as amended,
and to authorize the Board of Selectmen to issue, negotiate, sell and de-
liver such bonds or notes, and to determine the rate of interest thereon
and the maturity and other terms thereof, and to take any other action
the Board deems appropriate to effectuate the sale and/or issuance of said
bonds. Recommended by the Selectmen and Budget Committee. 2/3 Bal-
lot Vote Required.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: The Hunt property abuts Humiston
Field. When the field was developed, it was configured in a way
that creates a very short distance from home plate to the fence in
right field. Past efforts included raising the fence to the maximum
height of 10 feet. Mr. Hunt has graciously offered the property
to the town at a very reasonable price. It is our intention to tear
down the existing house to expand the field and, if at all possible.
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save the garage for storage or other use. The acquisition of the
parcel will allow re-configuration of the soccer fields and allow
expanded use of the field, making it more of a multi use facility.
Art. 7. That all reports submitted by Town Officers be accepted as read
and as printed in the Town Report.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: The purpose of this article is to ac-
cept all reports as printed in the Town Report.
Art. 8. To see if the Town will vote to approve the cost items included
in the collective bargaining agreement reached between the Town and the
Public Works Union, AFSCME Local 2973 that calls for the following
increase in salaries and benefits, this amount is included in Article 12.
Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
Year Estimated Increase in Cost Items
2009 $12,140
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: This article allows for the continua-
tion of the contract as agreed to by the Town and the Public Works
union and the payment of the cost items included therein.
Art. 9. Shall the Town, if Article 8 is defeated, authorize the governing
body to call one special meeting, at its option, to address Article 8 cost
items only?
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: This article is a requirement to al-
low the Town to delegate the authority to the Selectmen to call
one special Town Meeting to reconsider Article 8 should it fail. If
Article 8 passes, then this article is passed over
Art. 10. To see if the Town will vote to approve the cost items included
in the collective bargaining agreement reached between the Town and the
Police Union, AFSCME Local 3657, that calls for the following increase
in salaries and benefits, this amount is included in Article 12. Recom-
mended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
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Year Estimated Increase in Cost Items
2009 $37,983
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: This article allows for the continua-
tion of the contract agreed to by the Town and the Police union and
the payment of the cost items included therein.
Art. 11. Shall the Town, if Article 10 is defeated, authorize the governing
body to call one special meeting, at its option, to address Article 10 cost
items only?
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: This article is a requirement to al-
low the Town to delegate the authority to the Selectmen to call
one special town meeting to reconsider Article 10 should it fail. If
Article 10 passes, then this article is passed over.
Art. 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$7,590,372 for general municipal operations. Recommended by the Se-
lectmen and Budget Committee.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: This is the article which provides the
funds necessary to operate the Town on an annual basis. This in-
cludes all salaries, maintenance, supplies and programs which are
funded and operated by the Town.
Art. 13. To see if the Town will vote to modify the income limit for
elderly exemptions from property tax in the Town of Jaffrey, to a net an-
nual income of not more than $24,000 or, if married, a combined annual
income of less than $30,000. This change to the elderly exemption will
take effect April 1,2009.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: This article will change the income
limits for elderly property tax exemptions. The current income
limits were adopted in 1998.
Art. 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$3,000 to be deposited into the Cemetery Trees Trust Fund established in
2007. Recommended by the Selectmen and Budget Committee.
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LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: The Cemetery Trust Fund was creat-
ed in 2007; its purpose is to set aside funds for tiie removal of trees
in the Town's cemeteries. Several large trees have been identified
for removal as they pose a threat to historic gravestones. Removal
costs will be very expensive and the fund has been established for
these expenditures. A separate fund has been established to accept
private donations and the private and public funds are maintained
separately by the Trustees. The current balance of private funds is
$519.81 and public funds total $8,103.70.
Art.15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,500 to be deposited into the Gravestone Restoration Trust Fund estab-
lished in 2000. Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Commit-
tee.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: The Gravestone Restoration Fund,
created in 2000, is used to repair and maintain gravestones in Jaf-
frey's cemeteries that have been damaged or vandalized, specifi-
cally in those instances where no family member can be found
to assume responsibility. Work is generally done in the Fall by a
professional monument company. The current balance in the fund
is $2,356.02
Art. 16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$3,000 to be deposited into the Meeting House Trust Fund established in
1991. Recommended by the Selectmen and Budget Committee.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: The Meeting House Trust Fund was
created in 1999 and is overseen by the Trustees of Trust Funds.
Prior to last year's appropriation, funds had not been placed in the
fund since 1999. The current balance is $27,265.38.
Art. 17. To see if the Town will vote to accept the Stone Arch Bridge Tax
Increment Finance District Financing Plan. Recommended by the Select-
men and the Budget Committee.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: The Stone Arch Bridge TIFD en-
compasses all of the Industrial District which is bordered by Route
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202 as well as lands to the north of 202 along Nutting Road and
extending south toward Turnpike Road. Residential properties
along Fitch, White and Cheshire Roads have been excluded from
the tax increment assessment. The Stone Arch Bridge TIFD funds
the bond payments for the intersection and bridge improvements
from Route 202 onto Old Sharon Road providing adequate ac-
cess to the District. The study evaluating possible alternatives for
providing water and fire protection to the District was completed
in the fall of 2008, and the EDC has recommended extension of
the water main. Funds have been included in the TIFD budget to
commence design work on the recommended alternative.
Art. 18. To see if the Town will vote to accept the Downtown Tax Incre-
ment Finance District Financing Plan. Recommended by the Selectmen
and the Budget Committee.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: The Downtown TIFD includes the
Downtown District and the Main Street Program area. The TIFD
supports TEAM Jaffrey, the bond for the Community Center Ball-
field, pedestrian enhancements through sidewalk improvements,
infrastructure and public facilities projects and analysis of traffic
mitigation proposals. This year's plan also includes funding for
repairs to the Main Street dam as well as funds for the demoli-
tion and removal of the Elite Laundry buildings and hazardous
materials.
Art. 19. To see if the Town shall adopt the provisions of RSA 36-A:4-
a,I(b) to authorize the Conservation Commission to expend Conservation
Fund funds for contributions to qualified organizations for the purchase
of property interests or facilitating transactions related thereto, where the
property interest is to be held by the qualified organization and the Town
will retain no interest in the property. The Conservation Commission shall
consult with the Board of Selectmen prior to initiating any action under the
provisions of RSA 36-A:4-a,I(b). Recommended by the Selectmen and the
Conservation Commission.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: This article will allow the Conser-
vation Commission to have the ability to support land protection
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by giving money from the Conservation Fund to qualified orga-
nizations (such as a land trust) without taking a property interest
in the property that is to be protected. Caring for conservation
land entails costs in money, time and responsibility and there are
instances where partnering with another organization may be the
most efficient use of conservation funds.
Art. 20. To see if the Town shall vote to adopt the provisions of RSA 36-
A:4-a, 1(a) to authorize the Conservation Commission to expend Conser-
vation Fund funds to purchase interests in land outside the boundaries of
our municipality, subject to the approval of the governing body. Recom-
mended by the Selectmen and the Conservation Commission.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: This article will allow the Conserva-
tion Commission to have the ability to expend Conservation Fund
money on projects that occur outside the municipal boundaries of
Jaffrey. Important natural resources like drinking water supplies,
aquifers, wildlife corridors etc. often cross Town boundaries. This
article would allow communities to work together to protect the
whole natural resource. Expenditures require the approval of the
governing body.
Art. 21. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Land Acquisition Capi-
tal Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 as part of the Town's
Capital Improvement Program for the purpose of acquiring or assisting
in the acquiring of land and conservation easements to conserve strategic
open space for the Town of Jaffrey in order to stabilize tax base and help
maintain scenic views, wildlife habitat and water quality. Recommended
by the Selectmen and Conservation Commission.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: A Capital Reserve Fund is like a
savings account for future expenditures. By putting a portion of
anticipated costs aside on a regular basis, a big jump in the tax rate
or the need to borrow can be avoided. In the past purchase of land
and easements were made out of the Conservation Fund, which
is now depleted for that use. The recent completion of a Natural
Resources Inventory will enable the Town to prioritize lands for
protection.
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Art. 22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $5,000 to be
placed in the new Land Acquisition Capital Reserve Fund. Recommended
by the Selectmen, Conservation Committee and Budget Committee.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: This article will place $5,000 into
the Land Acquisition Capital Reserve Fund created by Article 21.
If Article 21 fails then this article is passed over.
Art. 23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$16,000 to support the Jaffrey-Rindge Memorial Ambulance for the ensu-
ing year. Submitted by Petition. Recommended by the Selectmen and the
Budget Committee.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: The Jaffrey - Rindge Memorial
Ambulance has submitted this request which is $2,000 less than
last year.
Art. 24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $7,000 for the support of the Monadnock Community Early Learning
Center, a non-profit agency, or take any other action relating thereto. Sub-
mitted by Petition. Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Com-
mittee.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: This is a petition article that we re-
ceive annually and provides a community benefit to the residents
of Jaffrey and the region.
Art. 25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$7,163 for Monadnock Family Services, or take any other action relating
thereto. Submitted by Petition. Recommended by the Selectmen and the
Budget Committee.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: This is a petition article that we re-
ceive annually and provides a community benefit to the residents
of Jaffrey and the region.
Art. 26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$17,000 to support HCS - Home Healthcare, Hospice and Community
Services to support the continuance of visiting nursing services being pro-
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vided to the residents of Jaffrey. Submitted by Petition. Recommended by
the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: This is a petition article that we re-
ceive annually and provides a community benefit to the residents
of Jaffrey and the region.
Art. 27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $6,000 to help support the work of The Community Kitchen, Inc. in
Keene, NH. Submitted by Petition. Recommended by the Selectmen and
the Budget Committee.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: This is a petition article that we re-
ceive annually and provides a community benefit to the residents
of Jaffrey and the region.
Art. 28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$3,800 to Southwestern Community Services, Inc., a private non-profit,
multi-service, anti-poverty agency. Submitted by Petition. Recommend-
ed by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee.
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: This is a petition article that we re-
ceive annually and provides a community benefit to the residents
of Jaffrey and the region.
Art. 29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$5,000 to the Park Theatre in Jaffrey, New Hampshire to demonstrate the
Town's commitment to the restoration and re-opening of the Theatre for
the benefit of its residents, businesses, schools and visitors and the greater
Monadnock region beyond. Submitted by Petition. Recommended by the
Selectmen and the Budget Committee
LAYMAN'S LANGUAGE: This is a new petition article that
would demonstrate the Town's commitment to the restoration of
the Park Theatre providing a community benefit to the residents
of Jaffrey and the region.









BUDGET OF THE TOWN/CITY
OF: JAFFREY. NEW HAMPSHIRE
BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISION OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 32:24
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1. 2009 to Decembef 31. 2009
or Fiscal Year From to
IMPORTANT:
Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
1. Use this form to list the entire budget in the appropriate recommended and not recommended area.
This means the operating budget and ali special and individual wanant articles must be posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be placed
on file with the Town Clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the above
address.
This Is to certify that this budget was posted with the warrant on the (date)
BUDGET COMMITTEE
Please sign In Ink.
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
FOR DRA USE ONLY
NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL FINANCE BUREAU
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BUDGET COMMITTEE SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE
(For Calculation 10% Maximum Increase)
(RSA 32:18, 19,32:21)
I
VERSION #3: Use if you have Collective Bargaining Cost Items & RSA 32:31 Water Costs
LOCAL GOVERNMENT UNIT: JAFFREY FISCAL YEAR END FY 2009
Col. A
1 . Total RECOMMENDED by Budget Comm.





2. Principal: Long-Term Bonds & Notes 582,882
3. Interest : Long-Term Bonds & Notes 264,346
4. Capital Outlays Funded from Long-Term
Bonds & Notes per RSA 33:8 & 33:7-b
7,562,000
5. Mandatory Assessment .
6. Total exclusions (sum of row 2 - 5) (8,409,228)
7. Amount recommended less recommended
exclusion amounts (line 1 less line 6) 6,818,607
8. Line 7 times 10% 681,861
9. Maximum allowable appropriations prior to
vote (line 1+8)
15,909,696 Col.C
Col. B (Col, B-A)
10. Collective Bargaining Cost Items, RSA
32:19 & 273-A:1 , IV (Complete Col. A prior to
meeting & Col. B and Col. C at meeting)
Cost items recommended
50,123
Cost items voted Amt. Voted above
recommended
1 1 . Mandatory Water & Waste Treatment
Facilities (RSA 32:21 ). (Complete Col. A prior
to meeting & Col. B and Col. C at meeting)
Amount recommended Amount voted Amt. Voted above
MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE APPRORIATIONS VOTED
At meeting, add Line 9 + Column C. 15,909,696
Line 8 plus any not recommended RSA 32:21 appropriations or collective bargaining cost
items or increases to cost items voted is the maximum allowable increase to budget
committee's recommended budget. Please enter this amount on the bottom of the posted
budget form, MS7, 27, or 37.
Please attach a copy of thiis completed supplmental schedule to the back of the budget form.
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WARR ESTIMATED REVENUES REVENUES REVENUES
ART.K PRIOR YEAR PRIOR YEAR ENSUING YEAR
TAXES XXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXX
3120 Land Use Change Taxes 11 25,000 22,244 22,000
3180 Resident Taxes
3185 Timber Taxes 10,000 8,378 8,300
3186 Payment in Lieu of Taxes 7,400 7,400 7,400
3187 Gravel Excavation Tax 2,000 2,277 2,200
3189 Other: Boat Taxes, Residual TIFDS 43,161 43,161 103,250
3190 Interest & Penalties on Delinq. Taxes 45,000 77,053 50,000
LICENSES, PERMITS & FEES XXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXX
3210 Business Licenses & Permits 11 1,260 1,840 1,500
3220 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 11 785,000 759,764 755,000
3230 Building Permits 11 10,000 18,810 10,000
3290 Other Licenses, Permits & Fees 11 40,000 42,431 40,000
3311-3319 FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
FROM STATE XXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXX
3351 Shared Revenues 64,169 64,169 63,000
3352 Meals & Rooms Tax Distribution 255,837 255,837 240,000
3353 Highwav Block Grant 11 142,118 141,629 137,000
3354 Water Pollution Grant; GF & SWR 11 65,588 65,588 64,055
3355 HousinR & Community Development
3356 State & Federal Forest Land Reimburse 11 425 425 400
3357 Water Grant
3359 Other (LandfilVWitness Fees/Misc) 11 14,183 16,552 15,000
3379 FM OTHER GOVTS: Reg. Prosecutor 11 61,812 59,358 62,700
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
3401-3406 Income from Departments 11 91,200 100,373 95,000
3409 Other Charges
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES XXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXX
3501 Sale of Municipal Property 8,000 8,055
3502 Interest on Inveshnents U 20,000 54,371 20,000
3503-3509 Other: Rents, Fines, Ins., Misc Rev 11 6,450 11,558 8,000
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFER IN XXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXX
•3912 Fm Special Rev: REC 166,376 166,376 75,350
3913 From Capital Proiects Funds
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WARR. KSriMAlKI) RKVKNUKS RKVKNllKS RKVKNUKS
AR1.B PRIOR YEAR PRIOR VKAR ENSUING YEAR
INTERFDNDOE'ERATING TRANSFERS IN C onl. xxxxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXX
3914 From Enterprise Funds
Sewer - (OITscl) SPEt'lAL REV 11 «3K,999 KI2,27« l,32H,255
Water - (Offset) 11 929,453 774,196 1,013,324
Elccn-ie (OtTscl)
Airport - (OITsct)
3915 From Capital Reserve Funds 45,000 45,000
*39I6 From Trust & A^encv Funds (sec below) 11 70,500 47,443 67,000
3917 From Conservation Funds 11 160,000 160,000
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES XXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXX
3934 Proe. From Lonj^Term Bonds & Notes 3,4,5,6 7,562,000
Amts VOTED from F/B ("Surplus")
Fund Balance ("Surplus") to Reduce Taxes
TOTAL ESTIMATED REVENUE & CREDITS 3,908,931 3,766,566 11,750,734
*3916 | »1I9S (Ccm) M32I (Rcy) M«2 (Wlfl M550 (Lib)








SUBTOTAL I Appropriations Recommended (from paEe 6) 6,975,714 7,606,019 7,590,372
SUBTOTAL 2 Special Warranl Articles Recommended (pane 7) 491,463 7,637,463 7,637,463
SUBTOTAL 3 "Individual" Warrant Articles Recommended (7)
TOT.\L Appropriations Recommended 7,467,177 15,243,482 15,227,835
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues & Credits (from above) (3,908,931) (11,750,734) (11,750,734)
Estimated Amount of I^xes to t)e Raised $ 3,558,246 $ 3,492,748 $ 3,477,101
Maximum Allowable Increase lo Budget Comminee's Recommended Budget per RSA 32:18:









— Indefinite Delegation ofAuthority —
Prior to 1999, a number of articles appeared on the Town Warrant each
year delegating specific powers to the Board of Selectmen and the Library
Trustees. These articles are usually referred to as "boilerplate articles."
During the 1999 annual meeting, Jaffrey's citizens voted (Articles 32-
38) to "authorize indefinitely, until specific recision of such authority"
the Selectmen and the Library Trustees to undertake various actions and,
therefore, to no longer include these articles on future Town Meeting
Warrants. The Town of Jaffrey now has seven such warrant articles, which
are listed below for your reference:
1) ACCEPTANCE OF GRANTS
Shall the Town accept the provisions of New Hampshire Revised
Statutes Annotated (RSA) 31:95-b, providing that any town, during
an annual meeting, may adopt an article authorizing indefinitely, until
specific recision of such authority, the Selectmen to apply for, accept,
and expend without further action by the Town Meeting, unanticipated
money from federal, state, or other governmental agencies or a private
source that becomes available during the year?
2) ACCEPTANCE OF GRANTS BY LIBRARIES
Shall the Town accept the provisions of NH RSA 202-A:4-c, providing
that any town, during an annual meeting, may adopt an article autho-
rizing indefinitely, until specific recision of such authority, the Library
Trustees to apply for, accept, and expend without further action by the
Town Meeting, unanticipated money from a federal, state, or other
governmental unit or a private source that becomes available during
the year?
3) TAX ANTICIPATION NOTES
Shall the Town accept the provisions of NH RSA 33:7, providing that
any town, during an annual meeting, may adopt an article authorizing
indefinitely, until specific recision of such authority, the Selectmen to
issue tax anticipation notes?
4) ACCEPTANCE OF GIFTS, LEGACIES, AND DEVISES
Shall the Town accept the provisions of NH RSA 31 :19, providing that
any town, during an annual meeting, may adopt an article authorizing
indefinitely, until specific recision of such authority, the Selectmen to
69
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accept on behalf of the Town gifts, legacies, and devises made to the
Town in trust for any public purpose, as permitted by this statute?
5) ACCEPTANCE OF GIFTS OF PERSONAL PROPERTY
Shall the Town adopt the provisions ofNH RSA 31 :95-e, providing that
any town, during an annual meeting, may adopt an article authorizing
indefinitely, until specific recision of such authority, the Selectmen to
accept gifts of personal property that may be offered to the Town for
any public purpose? The Selectmen must hold a public hearing before
accepting such a gift, and the acceptance shall not bind the Town
to raise, appropriate, or expend any public funds for the operation,
maintenance, repair, or replacement of such equipment.
6) ACCEPTANCE OF GIFTS OF PERSONAL PROPERTY BY
LIBRARIES
Shall the Town adopt the provisions of NH RSA 202-A:4-d, providing
that any town, during an annual meeting, may adopt an article
authorizing indefinitely, until specific recision of such authority, the
Library Trustees to accept gifts of personal property that may be offered
to the Library for any purpose; provided, however, that no acceptance
of personal property by the Library Trustees shall be deemed to bind
the Town or the Library Trustees to raise, appropriate, or expend any
public funds for the operation, maintenance, repair, or replacement of
such personal property?
7) TRANSFER OF TAX LIENS AND SALE OF TAX DEED
PROPERTY
Shall the Town adopt the provisions of NH RSA 80:80, providing that
any town, during an annual meeting, may adopt an article authorizing
indefinitely, until specific recision of such authority, the Selectmen to
dispose of property acquired by Tax Deed by either conveying said
property back to its original owner(s) for consideration equal to all
associated unpaid property taxes, interest, and expenses, or to sell







— A iidit Report —
Vachon, Clukay & Co., pc
Certified Public Accountants
45 Market Street




To the Board of Selectmen
Town of Jaffrey, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental activities, business-
type activities, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining ftind information of the Town of Jaffrey,
New Hampshire as of and for the year ended December 31, 2007, which collectively comprise the Town's
basic fmancial statements as listed in the table of contents. These fmancial statements are the
responsibility of the Town's management. Our responsibility is to express opinions on these financial
statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United
States of America and the standards applicable to fmancial audits contained in Government Auditing
Standards issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards require that we plan
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of
material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts
and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles
used and the significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial
statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinions.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects,
the respective financial position of the governmental activities, business-type activities, each major fimd,
and the aggregate remaining fiind information of the Town of Jaffrey, New Hampshire, as of December
31, 2007, and the respective changes in financial position and cash flows, where applicable, thereof for
the year then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of
America.
In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued our report dated June
13, 2008, on our consideration of the Town of Jaffrey, New Hampshire's internal control over financial
reporting and on our tests of its compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and
grant agreements and other matters. The purpose of that report is to describe the scope of our testing of
internal control over financial reporting and compliance and the results of that testing and not to provide
an opinion on the internal control over financial reporting or on compliance. That report is an integral part
of an audit performed in accordance with Government Auditing Standards and should be considered in
conjunction with this report in considering the results of our audit.
The management's discussion and analysis and budgetary comparison information on pages i-v
and 28-29, respectively, are not a required part of the basic financial statements but are supplementary
information required by accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America. We
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have applied certain limited procedures, which consisted principally of inquiries of management
regarding the methods of measurement and presentation of the required supplementary information.
However, we did not audit the information and express no opinion on it.
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming opinions on the financial statements that
collectively comprise the Town of Jaffrey, New Hampshire's basic financial statements. The
accompanying schedule of expenditures of federal awards is presented for purposes of additional analysis
as required by U.S. Office of Management and Budget Circular A-133, Audits of States, Local
Governments, and Non-Profit Organizations, and is not a required part of the basic financial statements.
The combining nonmajor fund financial statements are presented for purposes of additional analysis and
are not a required part of the basic financial statements. The schedule of expenditures of federal awards,
the combining nonmajor fund financial statements and the combining statement of fiduciary net assets
have been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the basic financial statements and,
in our opinion, are fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the basic financial statements taken as
a whole.





TOWN OF JAFFREY, NEW HAMPSHIRE














$ 3,023,221 $ 3,023,221
2,848,984 2,848,984
840,270 840,270






























Due within one year








Total Liabilities and Net Assets
















$ 24,488,603 $ 6,730,564 $ 31,219,167
See accompanying notes to the basicfinancial statements
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Exhibit B
Town of Jaffrey, New Hampshire
Statement of Activities, For the Year Ended Deember 31, 2007
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EXHIBIT C
TOWN OF JAFFREY, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Balance Sheet
Governmental Funds
December 3 1 , 2007
ASSETS




Due from other governments





General Permanent Capital Project Governmental Governmental
Fund Funds Fwnd Funds Funds
$ 2,978,030 $ 1,750 $ 43,441 $ 3,023,221
530,309 1,233,929 1,084,746 2,848,984
840,270 840,270
4,327 256,359 260,686











Due to other governments





Reserved for prepaid expenses
Reserved for tax deeded property
Reserved for endowments
































$ 7,134,449 $ 1,235,679 $ 2,275,445 $ 3,203,821
Amounts reported for governmental activities in the statement of
net assets are different because:
Capital assets used in governmental activities are not financial
resources and, therefore, are not reported in the funds
Property taxes are recognized on an accrual basis in the
statement of net assets, not the modified accrual basis
Long-term liabilities are not due and payable in the current
period and therefore are not reported in the funds. Long-term





Landfill postclosure care costs
Accrued interest




















See accompanying notes to the basicfinancial statements
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EXHIBIT E
TOWN OF JAFFREY, NEW HAMPSHIRE






Due from other governments























Due to other fimds

















Invested in capital assets, net of related debt
Unrestricted
Total Net Assets
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^yk CHARTER^ ca^pSn
MS -10 Jmffray Common Trust Funds, January 2008 - Oactimtwr 2006
Dalano* Prooaada Oaln/ AdjuaL ealanoa Inooma Baglnnlno Yaar End
Sharaa B«Bin. from (Loaa) to Book End of During Marliat Marliat
1M 12;S1 Oasciifrilon of Invfvtmant ofVaar Purchaaita Salaa from Salat Vfl^a Yaar Yaar Valua Valua
MonayM xMt Fundi
0.00 0.00 IREA5URY II MMKT FUND 137 0.00 192582.44 151,443.21 OJXI 40.939^3 0.00 223,16 OJXI OJX)
0.00 <2»fl 13.72 GOVEHNMENT 11 MMO FUND 033
rolol Money Mor'ket Funds
"
379.933.70 231.390.24 233.249.45 OJXI 40.939.23 429.013.72 9.206J4 379.933.70 429,013,72
379.933,70 423,W2,6S 374.892,66 0.00 O.CD 429.013.72 9.42970 379.933.70 429,013,72
U.S. Govanvnenr NoteJ and Bonds
175.000 us TREASURY NOTE 3,375% 1/15/2008 174,421.13 0.00 1 73,0OOJ)0 1.421.13 0.00 O.OO 5.906.26 174.986.00 OJX)
100,000 100.000 US TREASURY NOTE 3.875% 3/13/2010 99,932,24 OJX OJX) OJX) OJX) 99.932.26 3.e75JX) l01.e9IJX) 104340 JX)
lOOOTO 100.000 US TREASURY NOTE <. 1 2SX 5/I5/20IS 99,231,43 0.00 0,00 OJX) OJX) 99.231.43 4.12iJX) 10I.96IJX) 1 1 4,668JX
50.000 50.000 US TREASURY NOTE 4.250» 8/15/2014 49.473.83 0.00 0,00 OJX OJX) 49.673.63 2I25JX) 51.499.00 57,469JX
50.000 50.000 US TREASURY NOTE 4.425% /IS/2014 50,384.77 OJXl OJX) 0.00 50.384.77 2.31250 52.363.50 59J)31J0
50.000 50,000 US TREASURY NOTE 5.000« 2/ 1 5/20 1 1 _
Tola/ U\ Government Notet and Bonds
3 1 .322J7 0.00 0.00 OJX) OJX) 51J22.27 2500JX) 5230 IJX) 54,640,X
526.965.69 0.00 175.000.00 1.421. 13 0.00 350.544.56 20.843.76 535.701.50 390,668.50
Cofporofe aonds
JiXXK 75.000 O&JERAL ELEC CAP 4.000% 2/17/2009 73.588.50 OJX) OJXI 0.00 OJX) 73.588JO 3.000JX) 74.904.00 75.018.73
30.000 30.000 GOLDMAN SACHS OR 5.250% 4/1/2013 50.384.00 0.00 0J)0 0.00 0J)0 50.386JX1 2625JC 50.199.50 46.047JX
30.000 30.000 HSBC FINANCE CORP 3.250% I/14/2DM 49.945.30 0.00 OJX) OJX) 0.00 49.945.50 2425JX) 49.983.00 4S.476JX
30.000 50.000 HSBC HLDGS PLC 5.250% 2/12/2012 49.970.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 49.970.50 2425JX) 50.041 JO 50J36J0
50.000 50,000 IBM CORP 4J75% 4/1720OV_
rotol Corpofote Bonds
49.048.50 0.00 OJX) 0.00 0.00 49.048JO 2187.50 50.457JO 50.1 79J»
272.959.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 272.959.00 13.062.50 275,585,00 269.957.25
Common Equify iecuritlei
aoo AFLAC 25.828.48 osx 53.690.73 27.842.25 0.00 0.00 384JX) 50.104,00 o.m
500 400 AIR PRODUCTS * CHEMICALS INC 32.950.00 5193,00 0.00 0.0O OJX) 38.1 43JX) 850 JX) 4VJISJX) 30,1 62J»
300 400 APACHE CORP 33^75.00 0,00 14.444.72 7.891.72 OJX) 27.100 JX) 320J» 53,770JX) 29312.x
TOO 400 APPIE COMPUTER INC 48.223.00 asx 18.461.43 I1J47.43 0.00 4I.I09J)0 0.00 1 38,654JX) 51210.x
1300 2000 ATS T INC 50.989J2 21,174,00 O.OO 0.00 O.IX) 72,1 43J2 2400.00 54J)28JX) 57JXX.X
I20O 1200 AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING INC 50.458J4 0.00 0.0) 0.00 O.OO 50,45834 1.392.00 53,436 JX) 47.208JX
1200 17X BAN< AMERICA CORP 47.444.70 1 4.529.73 0.00 0.00 0.00 63,974,43 3J6O.0O 49J12JX 2J.936.X
UO aoo CATERPILLAR INC 24.884.40 7,247.82 0.00 0.00 0.00 3Z 132,22 934.00 43,534 JX) 35.736.x
1000 900 CHEVRON CORP 38.420.44 0.00 10J16.94 6.47439 OJX) 34J78.41 2400.00 93J30.00 66.573.x
2O0O 2O0O CBCO SYS INC 52.040.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 52060O0 OJX) 54.140.00 32.4XJX
uo 1200 CONOF>llLiJPS 40.984X10 30.197.98 OJX) 0.00 0.00 71.183.98 1.128.00 52980.00 42160JX
300 500 CONSTaLATlON eMB?GY GROUP INC 29.232.00 0.00 0.00 OJX) 0.00 29.232JX) 933.75 51245JX) I2545JB
2500 CORNING INC 40J7 1.00 OJXl M.205.06 -30,145.94 0.00 0.00 423.00 59.975JX) 0.x
1000 1100 DOMINION RESOURCES INC VA 37J45.00 3.680«) OJXI OJO 0.00 41.045.00 1.619JO 47.450.00 39.424JX)
700 lOOO DU PONT E 1 DE NEMOURS & CO 28.844.00 12.087.13 OJXI 0J3O OJX) 40.933.13 IJ94JXI 30363.00 253XJX
600 1200 EMERSON aEC CO 44.040.00 17/11 5.73 OJX) 0.0O OJX) 61J)55.73 I.170JX) 45,328.00 43.932JX
1000 1000 EWON MOBIL CORP 5.919.48 OJX) OJX) OJX) OJX) 5,919.48 l,550JX) 93.690JX) 79330.x
FAIRPOINT COMMUNICATIONS 0.00 0J» 224J4 17.48 244.24 OJX) OJB 0.0) OJX
TOO 1000 FPL GROUP INC 47.747«1 M.insn 0.00 OJX) OJX) 64.737J)2 1,468JO 47.t44JX) 50J30JX
500 500 FRANKUN RESOURCES INC 41.24e«> OJX) 0.00 0.00 OJX) 41.268JX) 400JM 57.215JX) 31 390.x
500 700 FREEPORT-MCMORAN COPPER & GOLD INC 37.949JM 4.403.54 0.00 0.00 0.00 42.352J4 90425 31.220.00 17.108jn
1200 1400 GENERAL ELECimC CO I0.O42.41 12.301.16 0.00 0.0) 0.00 22.543.77 1,674J» 44.484.00 23.920JX)
1400 1400 GILEAD SCIENCES INC 48.414.00 0.0O OJX) 0.00 OJX) 48.614.00 OJX) 73.41600 81324JX
300 300 GOLDMAN SACHS GROUP INC 42.421 JX) OJX) 0.OO 0.0O OJX) 42621.00 420,00 64J15JX) 25J17JX
1200 1200 HONErwaL INTERNATIONAL INC 40.020.00 OJX) OJX) 0J)O 0.0O 40,020JX1 1J20.00 73384J» 39J94JX)
SCO 800 IWTl BUSINESS MACHINE 31J15.70 24.155.97 OJX) 0J» OJX) 55J7I.67 950.00 54.050JX) 67J2aX10
aoo aoo JOHNSON & JOHNSON 19.9*4.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 19,964.97 1.434.00 S3J60JX) 47364JX
1500 2000 JOHNSON CONTROLS INC 53.901 JD 7.448.10 0.00 O.0O 0.00 4 1 .349-30 7B0.D0 54.040JX) 34J20JX
800 1000 K1M6ERLY CLARK CORP 18.579.54 1 2.252.84 OJX) OJX) OJX) 30.832J38 1.932.00 55.472JXl 52740JX
lOOO McDonalds corp 0.00 59.401J0 OJM 0.00 O.0O 59.401 JO 1.100.00 OJX 62I90JX
eoo MCGRAW HILL COMPANIES INC 10.021^1 4.O59.0O 37.498.91 23.418.10 0.00 0.00 176.00 35.048JX) OJX
voo 1000 MCKESSON CORP 57.120.00 5.777 JX) 0.00 OJX) OJX) 42377JO 3480) 58,959.00 38.730.x
1400 2000 MICROSOFT S4.208.eO 13.552.92 0.00 OJX) OJX) 49,741.72 714.00 49.840.00 38.880.x
1200 1000 NORFOLK SOUTHERN CORP 55.410.00 0.00 9.709.94 O.06 OJX) 45.700.00 1.464.00 40.528JX 47J)S0.X
1000 1100 PEPSICO INC 35.397.00 4.79333 OJX) 0.00 O.0O 4219033 i.6S5J30 75.9X.00 40.247.x
laxi 1200 PFIZER INC 53J14X10 OJX) 0.00 0.00 OJX) 53J14O0 1.536X0 27.274.00 21.232.x
?x 1000 PROCTER 1 GAMBlf CO 53.01 9«) 4.577.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 59496.W 1.475J)0 66.078.00 41.820.x
2200 2500 STAPLES INC 51.101,29 4.977 JX) 0.00 0.00 OJX) 54.07B-29 726JX) 30.754.x 443XJO
1000 1000 STATE STREET CORP 55.105.00 0.00 0.0O OJX) 0.C0 55.105.00 940.00 ei.2x.x 39.330.x
wo 1500 TARGET CORP 54.040.00 27J)51.74 OJX) 0.00 0.00 81.091.74 664.00 45.ooax 51.795JX)
1200 1200 THERMO FBHER SCIENTIFIC INC 47J75.02 0.00 O.OO 0.00 0.00 47,275.02 0J» 49,2 I4JX 40384JX
600 aoo UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORP 48.416.00 0.CO OJIO OJX) 0.00 48,61 4JX) 1,076JX) 4IJ32JX 42880JX
1200 2CC0 VERIZON COMMUNlCAnONS 45.544.60 25.567.26 0.0O 0,00 -244.24 70.849,42 2456,00 52428.x 47.eXJX
1«0 1400 WACHOVIA CORP 43.439.44 OJX) 0.00 0,00 0.00 43,439,64 1,784.00 60,848.x 8364JX)
1100 WALGREEN CO 49,160.00 18.156.19 38.831 .78 28,484,41 0.0O OJX) 588JX 41388JX OJX
aoo WAL MART STORES INC 0.00 42.81 4JX) 0.00 OJX) 0.00 4231 6JX) 0.00 OJX 44.a4a.x
1500 1700 WELLS FARGO & CO
Tofol Common Equity S
45.90iOO 5356.22 0.00 OJX) OJX) 51,759.22 2148JXI 45.285.x 50.116.x
JcuriTfes 1. 804.4)3.38 411.432.48 213,606.27 18.326.50 0.00 2.020,614,09 50.429.00 2532,i80,X ,S34,951,X
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— 2008 Report ofExpenditures —
For the Year Ending 12/31/08



































































































































5,088,714 4,829,534 45,566 213,614
74,626 83,117 - (8,491)
929,453 926,305 - 3.148
882,921 675,620 31,577 175,724
$ 6,975,714 $ 6,514,576 $ 77,143 % 383,995
Does not include year-end Adjusting Entries
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— 2008 Summary of Inventory Valuation
VALUATION
Total Land Valuation $151,682,563
Total Current Use Valuation (breakdown below) 1,533,817






Totally and Permanently Disabled 351,836
Solarl 15,631
TOTAL APPLIED EXEMPTIONS $1,881,221
NET VALUATION $468,387,525
CURRENT USE SUMMARY INVENTORY
Current
Classification Acreage Value
Farm Land 1,131.09 $314,528




— 2008 Summary ofInventory Valuation —
FINANCIAL SUMMARY - TAX INCREMENT FINANCE
DISTRICTS (TIFDs)
Stonebridge Industrial Park TIED
2008 Assessed Value $11,615,506
1998 Assessed Value (TIFD created) $ 4,740,601
Captured Assessed Value $6,874,905
Revenue $174,279 (2008 tax increment)
Expenditures $145,931
Balance : $ 28,348 (Returned to the General
Fund)
Downtown TIED
2008 Assessed Value $22,269,837
1 998 Assessed Value (TIFD created) $ 1 2,60 1 ,300
Captured Assessed Value $9,668,537
Revenue $245,097 (2008 tax increment)
Expenditures $240,975
Balance $ 4,122 (Returned to the General
Fund)
TOTAL RETURNED TO THE GENERAL FUND $32,470
90
- 200S Tax Rate -
2008 TAX RATE
$25.35 PER $1,000 VALUATION
EQUALIZATION RATIO - 88.3%
Town Rate Local School Rate State School Rate County Rate TOTAL RATE










— Town Clerk —
Motor Vehicle Registration, Municipal Agent fee,
Motor Vehicle Surcharge fee, & other MV fees
total remitted to the Treasurer $773,334.73
Dog Licenses, & other misc dog fees
total licenses issued - 999
total remitted to the Treasurer $6,1 15.00
Building Permits, Boiler Permits
total remitted to the Treasurer $18,659.68
Pistol Permits and Parking Tickets
total remitted to the Treasurer $1,1 90.00
Town History Volumes
total remitted to the Treasurer $285.00
Land Fill Revenue
total remitted to the Treasurer $3,832.50
Dog Fines
total remitted to the Treasurer $1,100.00
Cable Franchise Fee
total remitted to the Treasurer $31,975.74
UCC, Marriage Lie. Fees, Certified Copy fees,
Tax Lien fees, etc. total remitted to the Treasurer $8,424.36
Income not picked up in motor vehicle reports due to
computer conversion $12,569.50







Levy for Year of
this Report Prior Levies Prior Levies Prior Levies
Uncollected Beg. Year Year Year Year Year
2008 2007 2006 2005
Property Tax 3110 xxxxxx $ 654,059.35
Downtown TIFT 3110 xxxxxx $ 30,316.62
Stonebridge TIFT 3110 xxxxxx $ 24,102.25
Land Use Chiange Tax 3120 xxxxxx $ 5,500.00
Yield Tax 3185 xxxxxx $ 17,787.48
Water 3189 xxxxxx $ 222,171.84 $ 691.23 $ 367.43
Sewer 3189 xxxxxx $ 228,663.32 $ 8.75
Taxes Committed This
Year
Property Tax 3110 $ 11,130,255.00
Downtown TIFT 3110 $ 578,599.59
Stonebridge TIFT 3110 $ 371,510.00
PSNH Property Tax 3110 $ 87,886.00
Land Use Change Tax 3120 $ 60,388.00
Yield Tax 3185 $ 8,750.49
Excavation Tax @ .02 Yd 3187 $ 2,276.81
Water 3189 $ 784,833.02 $ 2,524.12 $ 2,520.00 $ 1,656.00
Sewer 3189 $ 777,105.90 $ 1,871.10 $ 2,425.50
Boat $ 11,450.25
Overpayment
Property Tax 3110 $ 14,250.87 $ 13.50
Water 3189 $ 2,736.51
Sewer 3189 $ 834.66
Refunds
Property Tax 3110 $ 29,358.15 $ 1,520.71
Downtown Tifd 3110 $ 2,016.00
Water $ 10.50
Sewer $ 11.25
Interest - Late Tax 3190 $ 10,396.21 $ 40,089.47 $ 322.83 $ 53.50
Total Debits $ 13,872,669.21 $ 1,223,119.76 $ 11,468.31 $ 2,076.93
Page 1
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Remitted To Treasurer 2008 2007 2006 2005
Property Tax $ 10,132,953.99 $ 394,168.32
Downtown TIFT $ 508,139.00 $ 12,540.62
Stonebridge TIFT $ 317,363.42 $ 24,102.25
PSNH Property Tax $ 35,026.00
Land Use Change Tax $ 49,488.00 $ 5,500.00
Yield Tax $ 7,853.18 $
Interest (include Lien Conversion $ 10,396.21 $ 40,091.21 $ 322.83 $ 53.50
Excavation Tax @ .02 Yd $ 2,276.81
Water $ 706,833.48 $ 220,079.71 $ 3,147.23 $ 2,023.43
Sewer $ 683,108.52 $ 212,872.41 $ 2,434.25
Boat $ 11,450.25
Conversion to Lien (principal only) $ 311,332.33
Overpayments




Property Tax $ 28,097.00 $ 2.93
Downtown TIFT $ 16,661.59
Yield $ 66.86 $ 305.33
Water $ 21,195.43 $ 3,023.49 ^ 62.00
Sewer $ 19,382.34 $ 1,211.33
Current Use $ 10,900.00
Uncollected Taxes - EOY #1080
Property Tax $ 1,012,813.03
Downtown TIFT $ 55,815.00
Stonebridge TIFT $ 54,146.58
PSNH $ 52,860.00
Yield Tax $ 830.45
Water $ 59,551.12 $ 1,281.78 $ 2.00
Sewer $ 75,460.95







Last year's Levy Prior Levies Prior Levies
Undredeemed Liens Balance at Beg. Of Fiscal year $ 90,572.04 $ 27,932.03
Liens executed during Fiscal Year $ 332,374.21
Interest & Costs Collected (After Lien Execution) $ 11,944.56 $ 12,882.10 $ 11,997.28
Total Debits $ 344,318.77 $ 103,454.14 $ 39,929.31
Remitted to Treasurer Last year's Levy Prior Levies Prior Levies
Redemptions $ 159,892.46 $ 49,233.59 $ 23,095.55
Interst & Costs Collected (After Lien Execution)
#3190 $ 11,944.56 $ 12,882.10- $ 11,997.28
Abatements of Unredeemed Liens
Liens Deeded to Municipality
unredeemed Liens Balance EOY #1110 $ 172,481.75 $ 41,338.45 $ 4,836.48
Total Credits $ 344,318.77 $ 103,454.14 $ 39,929.31
Page 3 |
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— Treasurer's Report —
For the Period of January 1, 2008, to December 31, 2008
RECREATION REVENUE FUND




Expended (Town of Jaffrey)
Returned Checks
Bank Fee
Balance as of December 3 1 , 2008
BONDS AND SECURITY ACCOUNT
Balance as of January I, 2008
Income
Interest
Expended (Released Security Deposits)





















Balance as of December 31, 2008
JAFFREY CONSERVATION FUND















Balance as of December 3 1 , 2008 $201,155.42
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— Treasurer's Report —
IMPACT FEE ACCOUNT





Balance as of December 3 1 , 2008 $77,874.74
D.A.R.E. PROGRAM





Balance as of December 31, 2008 $389.42
JAFFREY EQUITABLE SHARING FUNDS










— Alice Poole Fund —
During the year 2008, the Alice Poole Fund Committee has met on a regulcir
basis and has been busy working with the elderly and needy residents of
our community.
Again this year we made contributions to the annual Santa's House, and
Jaffrey Food Pantry. We contributed to the Good Shepherd Birthday Fund
and re-newed magazine subscriptions for that home. We also gave, for the
first time in several years, three new student loans for Conant High School
students going off to college.
We sponsored fourteen young children at the AIM summer camp offered
by the Jaffrey Recreation Department.
Elderly residents were remembered with small gifts during the year.
Gift certificates were purchased at Wal-Mart and at our local grocery stores
and were distributed during the Holiday Season and at other times during
the year.
Also this was the second year that we have received donations from private
individuals in memory of deceased loved ones or in one case a matching
donation from a local employer.
As usual. The Alice Poole Fund Committee continues to spend all of the
interest received from the Alice Poole Fund Trustees in accordance with
the will of Alice Poole.
We feel that we have had a very busy and rewarding year.
Randyl P. Coumoyer, Jr. Chairman





— Alice Poole Fund Financials —
Beginning Balance, January 1 , 2008 156.62
Receipts:
Donations 1,000.00
Student loan repayments 0.00
Trustees of Trust Funds 9, 1 20.94
Total of Receipts 1 0, 1 20.94
Total: 10,277.56
Disbursements:
Aid to families (gift card purchases) 5,770.00
Aid and gifts to elderly





Ending Balance, December 3 1 , 2008 299.66
Total: 10,277.56
Respectfully Submitted








— Board of Selectmen —
This past year, the major event for our Town was the December ice storm.
We all have stories to tell about damage, cold, power or lack of it, phones
or not, food and friends. The most common conversation starter for weeks
was: "How long did you go without power?" And this was usually followed
by comments about how well our Town services performed. We note with
pride and gratitude the work of our Fire Chief David Chamberlain and his
volunteer firefighters. Police Chief Bill Oswalt and his officers, Randy
Heglin and his DPW staff, Walt Pryor and the Rec. staff and the crews of
the Jaffrey-Rindge Memorial Ambulance Service.
These people worked long hard hours in very difficult circumstances, often
around the clock, to help us all get through this unique and dramatic event
safe and sound. We are lucky to have such dedicated people and we owe
them a huge debt of gratitude.
The rest of the year was one of quiet, steady progress on many fronts.
The Community Center project, off Union Street, moved another step
closer to completion with the acquisition of the last piece of land needed
to complete the parcel for a future Community Center. This land, just
under one acre, was owned by the state and the Town needed it in order
to have the space for the Center as well as parking for the ball field. The
Town successfully negotiated with the State and purchased the property.
The plans for building of the Center are proceeding forward under a very
active committee. The ball field was opened and had a very successful,
busy year. The highlight, of course, was the Jaffrey-Rindge Rotary Club
sponsored softball game between the staffs of Jaffrey and Rindge. Jaffrey
won and holds the cup.
The new Waste Water Treatment Plant is nearing completion and is
scheduled to open Spring '09. It is on time and slightly under budget.
This is not often the case with such large scale municipal projects and is
the result of close monitoring by DPW and or contractors. It will result in
higher user fees and operating costs but it will be in compliance with state
and federal regulations and it will result in a cleaner Contoocook River.
We are hopeful that State will not cut the promised 30% grant funding for
this plant. The economic crisis facing New Hampshire has forced a delay
in funding for other such projects. We are not eligible until 2010, but have
already been in contact with our Representatives and DES.
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— Board ofSelectmen —
Work continues on solving the environmental problems associated with
the Elite Laundry site on Rt. 202. While much has been done to remove
the contaminated soil, there are still issues which will require remediation
and monitoring for years to come. Such activity will be the responsibility
of the Town. We have been in discussions with State and Federal officials
and our plan is to tear down the buildings this spring, clear the land and
then sell off three of the four lots. The proceeds will go to help cover the
yearly cost to mitigate and monitor the remaining pollution. Once we
have the system in place, the three lots could be sold with the new owners
held harmless of any potential liability.
As required by DES and approved at Town Meeting in 2005, the Town has
installed redundant wells at Turnpike and Contoocook well sites. Work
continues on completing the Town's third well off Squantum Road and
we expect to be able to bring it on line next year. In conjunction with the
3rd well, the Conservation Commission received endorsement at Town
Meeting to purchase a conservation/water quality easement to the "Grey
Goose Farmland" to protect the water quality of the subsurface aquifer and
down gradient public wells. Funding was from the Conservation Fund;
execution of the due diligence and a baseline survey of the existing natural
features came via the Conservation Commission.
The Town has hired Gomez & Sullivan to complete a hazard analysis to
verify the hazard classification of the Main Street Dam. In addition the
firm will complete emergency operations and flood inundation mapping
and update the Town's Operation and Maintenance plan for the dam. The
Town is currently soliciting proposals to repair and/or replace the gate and
gate mechanisms on the dam.
The Department of Public Works has prepared a report detailing several
possible options for providing fire protection to the Stone Bridge TIED. This
report is presently under review by the Town's Economic Development
Committee.
The Board greatly appreciates the work of our Town employees, the many
committee volunteers and the support of the community.
G. Clay Hollister, Chairman
Franklin W. Sterling, Jr.
Donald A. Maclsaac
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— Town Moderator —
It is my pleasure, once again, to report to you, the voters of the Town of
Jaffrey. In 2008 there were four elections held at our "new" location, the
Veterans of Foreign Wars Post 5613 facility on Hathom Road, just off
Route 202. In January we had the much - heralded Federal Primary; in
March the election for municipal and school offices; the Federal and State
Primaries were held in September and, of course, the Federal Election in
November at which almost 3,000 votes were cast. Due to unfortunate
circumstances I was unable to be present on Election Day. However the
event was very well- managed because of good prior planning, excellent
cooperation from all of the supporting departments and our hosts, and the
superior efforts of our moderator pro-tem, Jeanne LaBrie. I am so very
proud that we in Jaffrey reflect the philosophy of our Secretary of State
William Gardner in affirming that the election process employed in New
Hampshire is beyond reproach. I have recommended to the Selectmen that
we continue to have our elections at the VFW and that we utilize Pratt
Auditorium for the recessed business portion of our annual Town Meeting.
Special thanks to Assistant Moderator at Town Meeting Phil Coumoyer,
The Jaffrey Chamber of Commerce, Jaffrey Department of Public Works,
The Jaffrey Police Department, Dawn Oswalt, Parks and Recreation, Steve
Rigopoulous of Steve's Lettering, Rob Stephenson, Roy and Nancy Stone,
to the Supervisors of the Checklist, the folks at the VFW, our dedicated
volunteer election officials, and to our Town Clerk Maria Chamberlain
who makes it all work.
Respectfully submitted,
Marc P. Tieger, Moderator
Town of Jaffrey
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— Cemetery Committee —
THE CEMETERY COMMITTEE was established in 1991 to advise the
Town on the operation, maintenance and preservation of Jaffrey's public
cemeteries: Conant, The Old Burying Ground, Cutter, Cutter Extension
and Phillips-Heil (also the inactive cemeteries. Village and Smallpox). It
is composed of representatives of the American Legion and Veterans of
Foreign Wars, the Historical Society, Coumoyer Funeral Home, the Board
of Selectmen and three appointed Members at Large. Town employees
Randy Heglin, Rick Forcier and Peachie Chalke assist the Committee in
its work.
CEMETERY STATISTICS FOR 2008
Old
Phillips- Cutter Burying
Available Lots: Conant Phillips Heil Cutter Extension GIroun
Burial (double) 352 80 29*






Full 2 2 1
Cremation 3 2 4 4
Disinterment
*Section I only.
During 2008 the Committee met six times with Town staff to discuss
operation, budget and maintenance issues, to participate in work sessions
or to undertake inspections and cleanups. Each cemetery is overseen
by a member of the Committee. This oversight involves inspecting the
cemetery from time to time and reporting on conditions and problems at
Committee meetings.
A Cemetery Trees Fund was established at the 2007 Town Meeting. At
last year's Town Meeting, $3,000 was added to the original $5,000 (and
$500 in private contributions). The present balance is $8,624. This fund
has paid for the removal of a very large dead maple tree in the Old Burying
Ground. Treework is planned for this Spring at Phillips-Heil and Conant
Cemeteries.
This past Fall, repair to headstones and lot curbing in Conant and Cutter
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Cemetery Committee
Cemeteries was undertaken by the Kautliold Family Memorials & Stone
Works of Peterborough. Additional stone straightening was also done by
volunteers, mainly in the Old Burying Ground.
Phase III of the volunteer effort of restoring the iron fencing surrounding
John Conant's grave at the cemetery named for him was undertaken by
members of the Committee and others. Two sections were scraped and
partially painted. With luck this project will reach the half-way point in
2009. Anyone wishing to help out for a two- or three-hour work session
should contact a member of the Committee.
On November 13th the Committee and Public Works staff visited all
active cemeteries and removed all unauthorized materials from gravesites.
This was preceded by newspaper advertisements and signs posted at each
cemetery. This is now done annually after October 31st.
Residents and lot owners are reminded that the Town's Cemetery Rules &
Regulations and A Guide to the Public Cemeteries of Jaffrey are available
from the Department of Public Works and on the Town website at http://
town.jaffrey.nh.us.
The Ice Storm of December 11th & 12th resulted in many tree branches
coming down in all the Town's cemeteries. At least two headstones were
broken at the Old Burying Ground and one at Phillips-Heil. Portions of the
fencing at Conant were damaged. A considerable amount of cleaning-up
will be required when conditions permit.
The contract for maintaining Jaffrey 's cemeteries and other public spaces
was advertised in December. The Committee looks forward to working
with the winning bidder.
The Committee thanks those volunteers who have shown an interest in
Jaffrey cemeteries by devoting their time and attention to their care and
maintenance over the past year.
And lastly, the Committee looks forward in 2009 to 1) improving cemetery
record keeping including computerization; 2) continuing the restoration of
the iron fencing around John Conant's grave; and 3) finding ways and
means to remove several aged trees posing a hazard in the Old Burying
Ground and to maintain and replace trees in the Town's other cemeteries.
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— Community Center Committee Report—
The ball field has been used consistently and the concession stand's
foundation has been poured and will be completed this spring.
Last year you voted to purchase from the State, the land on which the
Community Center is to be built. Thank you one and all!
!
Now to finish this project we need the building. The building will fit on the
land purchased from the State.
This year we have continued to tweak the plans. We have elevation designs
for the building and are working on structural designs.
We are presently developing operational costs and plan to contact energy
auditors, are applying for grants, will begin fund-raising events and hope
to talk to contractors and seek bids.
We will keep the public informed with some informational meetings and
continue to ask for your input.
Following are a front elevation design and a floor plan. Please call me or
any member of the committee for any concerns, ideas or desire to help.
Susan Leach, Chairman
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— Community Center Committee Report—
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Community Center Committee Report—














— Conservation Commission —
The Conservation Commission was established in accordance with
Revised Statutes Annotated (RSA) 36-A for the proper use and protection
of Jaffrey's natural resources and watersheds. The Commission provides
a focal point within the town and its government for environmental
concerns, joined in 2007 by the Energy Committee. The Commission may
advise the Planning Board and other local bodies on conservation matters.
The Commission may act more directly to protect natural resources by
acquiring land, either outright or through easements, with the approval
of the Selectmen. The Commission may then manage these conservation
areas. The Commission also manages designated town forests.
2008 was a busy and productive year for the Jaffrey Commission. Much
was accomplished; and several initiatives launched in 2008, or earlier, are
sufficiently advanced that they should be completed by Town Meeting in
March 2009. Among the highlights:
The Commission completed purchase of a conservation easement on 56
acres of meadow and woods off Squantum Road known as Gray Goose
Farm. This property is a watershed vital to protecting the aquifer that
sustains the existing town well and a prospective new town well on its
downside. The Commission also funded a baseline survey documenting
the property's natural features. When completed, in January 2009, the
survey will assist the Commission in its annual monitoring of the property
to ensure future compliance with terms of the easement. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first time that the Commission will assume
responsibility for managing an easement on behalf of the town.
• The Commission completed its management plan for the new Cheshire
Pond Conservation Area (CPCA), the 66-acre parcel purchased by the
Commission in 2007. This property also protects a large aquifer on
which much of the town's water supply depends, while protecting water
quality and fish habitats of the Contoocook River and Cheshire Pond
and providing recreational opportunities close to the town center. The
product of a lengthy process of public deliberation, the management
plan lists permitted and not permitted uses; it may be found on the
town website.
• Most importantly, the Commission expects to complete, at long last,
Jaffrey's first Natural Resource Inventory (NRI) in February 2009.
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This has been a major preoccupation in 2008, especially working
with the contractor on preparation of maps locating natural features of
significance. Completion of the report will be accompanied by a public
rollout. It is hoped that the NRI will serve as a strong foundation for
deliberation, in 2009 and beyond, concerning the town's priorities in
land preservation and potential new ways of funding land acquisition.
When finalized, the NRI will be posted on the town website.
An important responsibility is assistance to property owners. The
Commission regularly reviews and signs off on citizen applications to the
NH Department of Environmental Services (DES), and this often involves
extensive discussion with owners concerning options and a preferred course
of action. There were eight such instances in 2008, ranging from wetlands
crossings to tree removal and placement of a retaining wall. Additional
cases entailed possible violations. The Commission also deliberated
with the Selectmen on issues ranging from rights of public access to land
coming under easement to the status of a wilderness road no longer in
use and repeal of a 1987 ordinance restricting the discharge of firearms.
Similarly, it sent advisory letters to the Planning Board and Zoning Board
on several proposals having environmental impact, the most significant of
which urged upholding the wetlands ordinance in a case involving shore
frontage requirements.
In a development having broad implications, the Commission in 2008
began interacting with citizens and officials in neighboring towns, mostly
to protect lands whose ecosystems cross town lines and/or comprise
a contiguous expanse of unfragmented wilderness. The Commission
encouraged initiatives in Dublin and Peterborough that have a direct
bearing on land in Jaffrey. The Commission also advised its counterpart
in Peterborough on pitfalls to avoid in doing a natural resource inventory,
and it shared project documents on Jaffrey 's NRI with the Selectmen of
Troy. Inter-town collaboration is likely to expand in the future, something
the Commission views as a definite plus for all concerned.
In 2008, as in previous years, the Commission contributed to Riverfest,
manning a booth with maps and photographs of interest, plus informational
handouts on watersheds, pressures on land, ticks and wildlife-related
diseases. The Commission also sponsored a nature walk in Children's
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Woods led by Paul St. Pierre. Again this year the Commission provided
scholarship support for two Jaffrey students to attend Camp Wildwood, an
educational program in Rindge sponsored by Mass Audubon.
Other developments of note include arranging with the Town Clerk to
ensure that any conditions in DES-approved projects are brought to the
attention of the Building Inspector so that he can monitor compliance, and
clarification with the Town Manager of what is and is not permitted under
the new Right-to-Know Law concerning use of email communications
in the conduct of the Commission's work. The latter is one of several
initiatives to streamline operations. Others include improved management
of the Conservation Fund, specifically with regard to tracking revenues,
commitments, and expenditures associated with different projects;
centralization of project files at the Town Offices to bring previously
disparate documents (surveys, appraisals, environmental assessments,
deeds, etc.) together and thereby facilitate ease of access; posting more
materials of public interest on the town website and keeping them current;
and otherwise enhancing visibility and accountability to the larger
community.
The Commission held its first-ever retreat in April, facilitated by Brenda
Bhatti. Members of the Commission also attended the annual "Saving
Special Places" symposium, which brings together leading conservation
organizations throughout New Hampshire, and six other conferences in
2008. Subject matter covered in these meetings include the state's Wildlife
Action Plan, changes to the Shoreland Protection Act, the new round of
Moose Plate grants, and requirements of the updated Right-to-Know
Law passed this year. Especially valuable was a "Land Conservation
Leadership Training Program" sponsored by The Monadnock Conservancy
(MC), the Society for the Protection of New Hampshire Forests, and other
organizations, which featured five three-hour sessions from October to
December on easement acquisition and management, the work of land
trusts, outreach to landowners, selection criteria, and program evaluation.
This training program will culminate in a "Land Summit" of towns in the
Monadnock region at the end of January 2009, followed by extension of
MC's Community Conservation Partnership to towns south and east of the
mountain, potentially including Jaffrey.
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As we enter 2009, the Commission is working on an action plan to enhance
pubHc access to and enjoyment of the Cheshire Pond Conservation Area.
A similar effort is underway to improve the Commission's management
of Children's Woods, including possible creation of a school-based
conservation corps for trail maintenance and ecological studies.
Clarification of the Commission's responsibility for managing other town
forests is also on the agenda, as is the possibility of using "Leave No
Child Inside" legislation to leverage funding that could link easements,
farmland, and other open space to educational opportunities for children.
The Commission has also begun to examine offering support to other
organizations whose conservation work on the ground - for example,
protecting Jaffrey's lakes and ponds from invasive species of exotic aquatic
plants - is of clear benefit to the town.
Looking ahead, completion of the NRI is an opportunity for Jaffrey to
think more ambitiously and plan more consciously for land preservation in
the years ahead. Among the options for consideration are the following:
• Establishment of an Open Space Committee comprised of town
officials and citizens to prioritize lands for protection and to develop
a strategy of engagement with owners of high-value conservation
property. Negotiations are currently underway to place easements
on several strategically located properties in Jaffrey, making it all the
more important that the town's own priorities come into play.
• Creation of a Land Acquisition Capital Reserve Fund to enable
purchase of high-value land when on the market and possibly to secure
easements on land remaining in the same hands. The Conservation
Commission's ability to pursue these objectives via the Conservation
Fund has been greatly diminished by recent purchases (CPCA and Gray
Goose; total of $340K) and by the loss of 50% of timber cut revenues
in the coming decade. Projecting past revenues from timber cuts to
this time period suggests an aggregate loss to the Conservation Fund
of $122.2K between 2008 and 2018. The Conservation Fund currently
has only $7.6K in uncommitted funds available for discretionary
spending. Revenues from the Land Use Change Tax will help; but
they have averaged only $40.7K per year over the past six years, an
annual flow insufficient to permit costly acquisitions more than once
or twicq a decade.
• Participation in The Monadnock Conservancy's Community
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Conservation Partnership to access professional advice and
organizational capacity, augment available resources, share cost
burdens, and coordinate with adjacent towns participating in the
Partnership.
Transitions: The Commission bade farewell to Brenda Bhatti in 2008.
Brenda was a long-time member, chair, resident expert, and friend
whose vision, skill, and tenacity brought the Commission to new heights
of achievement. She is now applying her extraordinary energy to the
preservation of Jaffrey's farmland. The Commission welcomed Patricia T.
Weiner as a new Alternate Member, and her presence has already been felt
in a most positive way. Joining the Commission's deliberations in 2008 as
the Selectmen's Representative is Donald A. Maclsaac. Don's guidance
and advice have been very helpful in reality-checking ideas big and small.
Another welcome resource is Jo Anne Carr, whose arrival in August as
the town's Director of Planning and Economic Development has been
of tremendous benefit to the Commission. An internal development of
significance is the willingness of Carolyn D. Garretson to replace Brenda
Bhatti as the Commission's Financial Officer, in which capacity she has




John O. Field, Chair
Carolyn D. Garretson
William J. Graf
Ronald H. Rogstad, Alternate
Patricia T Weiner, Alternate
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The Economic Development Council (FDC) is made up of business people, community
leaders, and local residents with an interest in promoting the economic vitality and
growth of Jaffrey.
Two key projects have been completed this year, the Downtown Traffic Study and the
Stone Bridge TIFD Fire Protection Alternatives Analysis. The Feasibility Study for the
Route 202 "dogleg" based on the earlier report and consensus on the preferred alternative
assesses existing conditions and environmental constraints for potential locations of a
river crossing south of Main Street. The full report is available on the Town website.
The Stone Bridge Fire Protection Study presents several alternatives and cost estimates
for construction, and operation and maintenance for potential water supply systems to the
TIF District. This report is available through the Economic Development Office.
The Tax Increment Financing Districts have provided fianding for several important
projects in the Downtown and Stone Bridge districts which are summarized below.
Downtown Projects:
TEAM Jaffrey $30,000 Team Jaffrey Support - administration
Community Center
Bond
$27,175 Bond for the land purchase and building demolition at the
Community Center Ballfield Site.
Community Center
Planning








$10,000 Pedestrian Enhancements are ongoing sidewalk repairs and
improvements.




$22,800 The Downtown Traffic and Intersection Improvements for
the "dogleg" report is complete, pending final public
meeting.
Downtown Dam $60,000 The Downtown Dam assessment and repair work will be
ongoing through FY 09.
Administration $6,000 Economic Development administration costs
Expenses: $240,975 Note any unexpended funds or revenues not anticipated at
the onset of the fiscal year are returned to the General
Fund.
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Stone Bridge Projects:
Bridge Bond $63,931 Bond payments for the intersection improvements at the Old
Sharon Road and Route 202 intersection.




$60,000 Water Main alternatives analysis data collected in-house, peer
review for cost estimates and engineering complete.
Administration $6000 Economic Development administration costs.
Expenses: $145,931 Note any unexpended funds or revenues not anticipated at the
onset of the fiscal year are returned to the General Fund.
We look forward to the coming year and the opportunities it will present as we proceed with
ongoing projects and begin new initiatives to help sustain Jaffrey's economic vitality.
Respectfully submitted,
Jim Dumont (Chair), Steve Walker, Steve Krause, Don Maclsaac, Kathy Batchelder,
Jo Anne Carr (Staff)
— Economic Development Council —
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At its November 20, 2008 meeting, the Jaffrey Energy Committee
adopted compreiiensive By-Laws to govern its operations. The purposes
to be served by the Committee are set forth in Article II of the By-Laws as
follows:
"The Jaffrey Energy Committee, acting as advisor to town officials,
the schools, businesses and residents on energy matters, will seek to
encourage energy conservation and sustainability (and to save money
wherever possible) through the wise use of energy, giving special attention
to minimizing carbon dioxide emissions, fossil fuel dependency, and
wasteful energy consumption while maximizing clean renewable energy
use.
"Among numerous critical energy challenges and opportunities, the
Committee shall advocate:
• Reduction of energy and environmental waste through smart
recycling.
• Reduction of carbon and other harmful fuel emissions through
technological innovations and through shifts to alternative energy
sources that minimize fossil fuel dependency.
• Reduction of costs of residential, commercial and town lighting
through elimination of unnecessary lighting, use of low energy
lighting sources, and good lighting management practices.
• Reduction of heating and air conditioning costs in buildings
by maximizing energy conservation and efficiency and other
performance factors.
• Increase of energy efficiency through reformed building and
property development codes.
• Collaboration with other local, state and national organizations,
including other town energy committees, to advance the above-
stated purposes."
Members of the Committee now include Richard Ames (Chair), Doug
Clayton, Margaret Dillon, Ed Surprenant, Andy Jones, Bonnie Mitchell,
Rob Stephenson, Douglas Starr and Harry Young (Vice-Chair). The
Committee encourages all those interested in participating in the work of
the Committee to contact its Chair for further information.
Waste and inefficiencies in the Town's street lighting system have
been a principal focus of the Committee in 2008. The Town's ad hoc
Street Lighting Committee, established by the Selectmen in late 2007 with
a mandate to "study the town's lighting to save money and reduce global
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warming" and chaired by Energy Committee Vice-Chair Harry Young,
has adopted the following draft statement of the principles and criteria
that it believes should guide the Town's consideration of its street lighting
needs:
Draft Guiding Principles
Provide Needed Lighting: Impelled by critical public safety and
community concerns, the Committee is seeking to ensure that the Town of
Jaffrey has an aesthetically appropriate street lighting system sufficient to
meet the needs of its residents.
Conserve Energy: Impelled by critical global warming and energy
security concerns, the Committee is seeking to reduce, to the maximum
extent feasible consistent with the Town's street lighting needs, the energy
consumed by particular streetlights and by the Town's entire street lighting
system.
Save Money: Impelled by critical Town budget and tax burden
concerns, the Committee is seeking to reduce, to the maximum extent
possible, the recurring and long-term costs of the Town's street lighting
system.
Draft Guiding Criteria
Intersections: In general, there should be streetlights sufficient to
signal the location of each intersection of major public roads where there
is significant vehicular traffic.
Sidewalks: In general, there should be streetlights sufficient to
illuminate sidewalks in densely populated areas where there is significant
pedestrian movement.
No Wasted Light: The light provided by each street light should
be no more than what is necessary to accomplish its purpose, should not
illuminate the night sky, and should not shine into neighboring windows
or yards.
Energy Efficient Lighting: The Town's new street lights should be
state-of-the-art in terms of the light (lumens) provided per watt of energy
consumed and in terms of their long-term durability and maintenance
needs.
Consistent Lighting: In general, there should be one consistent type
of street light, providing light of the same color (whether yellow-looking as
in high pressure sodium lights or white-looking as in metal halide lights),
used throughout Town."
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The ad hoc Street Lighting Committee has completed a comprehensive
survey of all of the Town's streetlights. Preliminary recommendations
for change have been formulated, providing for (1) removal of 88 of
the Town's 228 streetlights, (2) replacement of all remaining lamps
outside of the Historic District with energy efficient metal halide lamps
(each rated at 50 watts and 4000 lumens), and (3) keeping for now the
existing 13 specialized lights in the Historic District (pending further
review). Significant monetary and energy savings are expected if this
preliminary plan, after further review with Town officials and citizens,
is accepted and implemented by the Town. The ad hoc Committee fully
expects that some changes in its recommendations, both for keeping and
for removing particular streetlights, will prove necessary as the review
process proceeds.




— Historic District Commission —
The Jaffrey Historic District Commission was established by the citizens
in 1969 to safeguard the heritage of Jaffrey Center by a) preserving a
district that reflects elements of its cultural, social, economic, political
and architectural history, b) conserving property values in the district, c)
fostering civic beauty, and d) promoting the use of an historic district for
the education, pleasure and welfare of the citizens.
In the year 2008, the Historic District Commission met 8 times to
discuss business relating to the Commission's ordinance to "regulate
the construction, alteration, painting, moving, demolition, or use of the
structures and places" within the district. During the year two formal
applications were filed:
Application No. 91 - Hampsey & Grenier Associates LLC - 371 Main
Street, within the Historic District with Town water - The Applicant
proposes to operate a real estate office within a residential district -
APPROVED
Application No. 92 - Robert B. Stephenson - 347 Main Street, within
the Historic District with Town water - The applicant proposes to re-roof
the main house with red cedar shingles (as present) or with yellow pine
shingles, rebuild both chimneys from below the roof, and remove the
dormer on the west roof and deck prior to re-roofing - APPROVED
The Commission has expanded its focus outside the Jaffrey Center
Historic District to the town as a whole through Jaffrey 's participation
in the Certified Local Government (CLG) program, a nationwide effort
of the National Park Service that is administered by the NH Division of
Historical Resources in Concord. The project of the web-based historical
and cultural resources interactive database for the Town of Jaffrey (funds
granted by the 2007 CLG application) has been undertaken by Robert B.
Stephenson and Sean Driscoll. The website address is www.jaffreyhistory
org. The 2008 CLG application was submitted and funds approved for
the completion of a Survey Area Form of Squantum Village, the earliest
settlement (1740s) in the Jaffrey Township, by a certified Preservation
Planner.
Three members of the Commission attended the Heritage and Historic
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District Commission Training held in Lawrence Barn, Hollis, NH, in
March 2008, as well as one member attended the forum on cellar holes at
the Harris Center for Conservation Education.
The Town of Jaffrey Street Light Committee has been in conversation with
the Commission regarding the requirements for the Jaffrey Center Historic
District.
The Commission cosponsored the annual event of a reading of the
Declaration of Independence on July 4th at the Meetinghouse which was
well attended by Jaffrey residents as well as many people from surrounding
towns.
The Commission would like to extend its sincere thanks to the residents
and neighbors of the District for cooperating and considering the impact
any changes to their houses might have on the overall character of the
Historic District.
The Commission would like to thank the Selectmen's Meetinghouse
Committee for the continuing coordination and ongoing restoration of the
Meetinghouse.
All residents are reminded that the Historic District Commission's regular
monthly meetings are held on the first Thursday of the month at 7pm.
Winter meetings are in the Town Office; summer meetings are in the
Meetinghouse.
Respectfully submitted,
Janet S. Grant, Chairman Robert Deschenes, Planning Bd.
Rep. Karen Nadeau, Vice Chair Franklin Sterling, Selectmen's Rep.
Christine Pedott, Secretary Richard Ames, Alternate
Teresa Sargent John Minteer, Alternate
Tom Rothermel Neil Ritter, Alternate
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Checking Account
Balance on hand January 1, 2008 $7,864.26
Income
Wetherell Fund $15,000.00 •
Town Trust Funds $ 6,905.85
Gifts/Grants $ 751.93
To Replacements Account $ 879.75
From Other Library Funds
Jean Bradford Page Fund $ 750.00
Total Income Including Balance $32,151.79
Expenditures
Reimburse Town of Jaffrey $25,000.00
From Replacements Account $ 750.21
Library Programs & Materials $ 1,409.61
Total Expenditures $27,159.82
Balance on Hand December 3 1 , 2008 $4,892.04
Library Funds
Jean Bradford Page Fund $28,076.22 $22,544.43
Bean Reading Room Fund $10,023.08 $ 8,277.01
Wetherell Fund $664,086.28 $539,340.09
Harrison Tweed Blaine
Mem. Fund $ 1,712.31 $ 1,414.02
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During 2008 the library saw usage increases in all areas of our collection
resulting in an overall increase of 12% in our circulation. The use of the
public access internet also showed a substantial increase of 44%. More
and more of our patrons are using these computers to perform job searches
and submit resumes. We also provide wireless access for those of you
with laptop computers.
Encouraging reading in our younger users is a high priority at the library.
Our staff visits area daycare and preschool facilities to offer our resources
and services. We have extended an invitation for school classes to visits
the library and we have met with success. The number of class visits from
Jaffrey Grade School grew from 114 to 136 in 2008.
The annual Summer Reading Program encouraged kids to "Get a Clue
@ your Library". 146 kids read and listened to books for a total of 2,638
hours! Mr. Phil returned as our kick-off event with magic and storytelling
on the library lawn. Throughout the summer members enjoyed crafts,
special presentation and our culminating event a mystery hunt on all three
floors of the library.
Recorded books continued to be our most popular collection. We purchased
new titles monthly and continue to be a member of the Downloadable
Audio Program offered through the NH State Library. This program
allows anyone with a Jaffrey library card the ability to download audio
books to a computer, transfer them to an MP3 player or bum selected titles
to CDs. There are thousands of titles and it's free with your library card.
The web site is http://nh.lib.overdrive.com or you can click on the icon on
the library website.
The Friends of the Library helped us by fund raising and by sponsoring
various speakers, educational events, and the Summer Reading Program.
This year they sponsored two performances funded with the help of the
New Hampshire Humanities Council. In May we had an informative
discussion by Allen Koop about the "White Mountain Huts: past and
future". In September we filled the Cutler Memorial Building with "Songs
of Old New Hampshire" performed by Jeff Warner. This program featured
the songs of Lena Bourne Fish who hved in Jaffrey from 1917 until 1945.
We plan to have Jeff back in 2009 so be on the look out for information later
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in the year. Both the Womans' Club and the Historical Society assisted in
sponsoring these programs. Similar programs are planned for 2008. Our
film series and our spring and fall book groups continue to draw crowds.
We have partnered with Team Jaffrey for several of their projects including
the Winter Carnival and the Fairy House program. We continue to work
with the Recreation Department by providing monthly craft programs to
the AFTER program and by visiting camps during the summer to provide
story hours. We have also increased our deposits of material to Good
Shepherd Nursing and Rehabilitation Center to twice a month.
During the year, we receive many gifts and donations from community
organizations and individuals. These gifts help us to add to our collection
and expand our resources and we thank the community for their
generosity.
In 2009, we look forward to providing you with service that meets your
needs and we thank you all for your support.
Respectfully submitted,
C. Tuesday Wright, Chair Richard Porter
Carolyn Jalbert, Treasurer Mary Jo Marvin, Secretary
Elizabeth Shea
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THE MEETINGHOUSE COMMITTEE advises
the Town on matters pertaining to the use and
maintenance of Jaffrey's historic Meetinghouse.
The Meetinghouse served as a venue for many
events between May and October: Amos Fortune
Forum (seven free lectures), Monadnock Music
(one free concert), Downtown Concerts (one
relocation due to rain), Conant High School's 16th
annual Shakespeare Festival, the 92nd annual First
Church Fair, and nine weddings, the most ever in
one season. Several Town boards and committees
met in the Meetinghouse one or more times, including the Board of
Selectmen, Conservation Commission, Cemetery Committee, and the
Historic District Commission. The Jaffrey Historical Society celebrated
its 50th anniversary in the Meetinghouse and staged a well-received
historical fashion show. A prayer meeting was held on September 11th,
to our knowledge the first in the modern era. The Meetinghouse was the
scene of numerous other meetings, school group visits, and gatherings
throughout the year. The Committee along with the Jaffrey Historical
Society, the Village Improvement Society and the Historic District
Commission cosponsored the 8th annual reading of The Declaration of
Independence on the 4th of July. The Meetinghouse was again full and
the 38 volunteer readers did a marvelous job. All are invited to attend and
participate.
The Committee made thorough inspections of the Meetinghouse on April
11th and November 10th. Between the two dates a variety of projects
were undertaken, sometimes by members of the Committee and at other
times by volunteers or contractors: Inspection and servicing of the Town
clock (largely done by Charles Marvin); annual testing of the fire alarm
system; and the usual touch-up interior painting, oiling of exterior stairs
and ramps and minor plumbing and electrical repair.
For the third year a Christmas tree was installed on the Common and a
lighting ceremony with caroling was held on December 7th.
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The major projects in 2009 will be the exterior painting of the east fa9ade
and continuing window work.
The calendar for next season is beginning to fill. Other than the usual
events, four weddings have already been booked and Monadnock Music
will introduce an extended Sunday afternoon series of ticketed concerts.






— Monadnock Advisory Commission
The Monadnock Advisory Commission was created by State Statute and is
charged to advise and guide the Department of Resources and Economic
Development on the management of State lands on Monadnock, Gap and
Little Monadnock Mountains.
State law allows the Commission to accept donations. MAC is a primary
funding source for search and rescue supplies and equipment.
Monadnock Manager Andrew Zboray (2000-2008) was promoted to a
new position as the Assistant Regional Manager of the Great North Woods
Management Area in August. Former Monadnock Assistant Manager
Patrick Hummel was promoted to Park Manager in his place. A new
Assistant Manager, Sue Tirrell began working in November. Since the
resignation of Allison McLean, as Director of Parks, Ted Austin has been
named to that position.
At the annual MAC meeting in November Manager Hummel reported on
trail maintenance and major projects within Park headquarters and Gilson
Pond. Much of this information was made irrelevant by the ice storm of
December 11th. Monadnock State Park is now CLOSED to hikers and
campers and will remain so indefinitely until areas can be cleaned up and
trails made safe for hikers. Park staff is being assisted by personnel from the
Division of Forests and Lands, SPNHF and officially trained volunteers.
The Division of Parks website nhstateparks.org will have updates of
progress made and note when areas are officially reopened.
Commission Members: Official Representatives or Designees:
Ann Royce, Chair- Jaffrey Ted Austin - Director of Parks
John Smith -Jaffrey Ken Desmarais - Div. Forests & Lands
Ernie Linders - Marlborough Geoff Jones - SPNHF
Polly Pattison - Marlborough Patrick Hummel - State Park Manager
Ed Germain - Dublin George Bald - Commissioner of DRED
Betsey Harris - Dublin
David Adams - Troy
Donald Upton- Troy
Robin Haynes - Fitzwilliam
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A total. of 22 applications were submitted to the Planning Board during
2008:
A. Site Plan -




a. 1 Open Space Development Plan, which is also known
as an Innovative Land Use Plan was submitted (it was
approved).
b. 2 minor subdivisions were submitted (both were
approved).
c. 6 technical subdivisions were submitted (5 were
approved, 1 is pending).
C. Excavation -
a. 1 Excavation plan (it was approved).
Looking forward to 2009, the Board will be completing the Downtown
portion of the Master Plan update. For Town Meeting the Board has
proposed amendments to Section V, 5.2, Areas and Setbacks for Buildings
- All Districts and Section XIV, Signs.
Any resident with an interest in serving on the Planning Board should
contact either the Planning Board or the Board of Selectmen.
Respectfully submitted,
Michael J. Shea, Chairman
Edward Merrell, Vice Chairman
Richard Grodin, Secretary








TEAM Jaffrey is looking forward in
2009 to its tenth year as Jaffrey's Main
Street program. The organization
understands the importance of
building on partnerships, continuing
collaborations and appreciating
the hard work of our volunteers.
Jaffrey continues to be recognized
as a National Certified Main Street
Community, an honor we have had
continually since our inception
in 1999 and could not have done
without the support of the town's
population. To do this Jaffrey
must meet the National Main Street
Center's 10 Standards of Performance.
In May 2008, Jaffrey was once again recognized and honored at the New
Hampshire Downtown Excellence Awards ceremony in Concord. The
Jaffrey Mills Project was recognized as the best "Building Rehabilitation
Project over $150,000" and Walter Batchelder was recognized as TEAM
Jaffrey's "Outstanding Volunteer".
Partners in the community continue to work together with TEAM'S
volunteers to bring downtown alive with events such as Scarecrows on the
Common, which in October broke the local record with 305 crows built by




an artisan fair and
stopped traffic with the
first Riverfest Bicycle
Parade and Safety Cli-
nic. We are looking for-






displays downtown, a community clean up and some new surprises to
celebrate our ten years together with all of Main Street.
TEAM Jaffrey 's four point approach to revitalization is demonstrated
in our four committees: Design, Outreach, Promotions and Economic
Restructuring. Each of these com-mittees has different focuses and
expectations, but collectively they work to enhance the quality of life in
Jaffrey. This is accomplished in various ways such as subsidizing sign and
fa9ade grants for downtown merchants, collaborating with the Chamber
of Commerce and the Town Economic Development Committee on
traffic issues as well as downtown infrastructure needs, promoting local
businesses, reaching out to other community groups to celebrate our
uniqueness and providing family oriented activities which bring young
and old, friends and strangers together.
TEAM Jaffrey belongs to the people of the Town of Jaffrey and we would
like to thank you, the citizens, the Jaffrey business community and the
Town of Jaffrey for supporting our endeavors. Our organization is always
looking for people with new ideas to help us promote the mission ofTEAM
Jaffrey: To enhance, revitalize and aesthetically improve the downtown
area of Jaffrey, NH by supporting the existing commercial establishments,
encouraging new business opportunities and promoting tourism.
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TAFFREY RINPGE MP:M0R1AL AMBULANCE PERSONNEL
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JAFFREY RINDGE MEMORIAL AMBULANCE REPORT 2008
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY KJNE JULY AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC
FPC 1 4 3 7 6 3 1 5 7 2 4
Rindge 19 20 46 16 24 23 31 22 26 26 14 30
Jaffrey 42 82 46 35 53 41 56 59 61 58 48 59
Mutual Aid 1 3 2 2 2 4 3 1 4 3
Abdominal pain 6 4 3 4 4 5 3 1 3 10 2 4
Allergic reaction 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
Assault 3 1 2 1 1 1
Behavioral 2 3 I 1 1 1 4 4 2 2 3
Breathing diff. 4 23 13 6 15 10 14 5 15 6 6 17
Cardiac arrest 2 1 1 2 2 2 1
Chest pain 5 6 7 4 10 6 4 12 7 3
CVA/TIA 1 2 4 1 1 2 1 1 3 1 1
Details 1 1 2
Diabetic Emerg. 5 2 1 3 1 3 1
Emerg. Trans. 1
Environ emergency 1 1 1 1
False call 1 1 2 4 6 1 4
First Response
Hemorrhage 1 3 1 3 1 2 1 1 1
Injury/pain 10 8 5 9 7 15 16 15 13 9 5 4
MVC entrapment 1 1 2
MVC no entrapment 6 10 11 5 4 4 7 14 5 6 1 4
No trans-refusal 16 32 20 16 16 11 22 14 11 13 16 21
No trans-DOA 2 2 1 1 1
No trans-pub assist 4 6 2 2 1 1 10 4 2 4 1 8
Non-emerg, Trans 1 1 1
Ob/gyn 2 1 1 1
Overdose 4 1 3 3 2 1 1 2 8 5 1 3
Req. Mutual Aid
Seizures 1 5 4 2 1 4 2 3 3 5 5 2
Sick/other 10 14 21 13 15 16 16 14 18 19 8 19
Standby by (fire) 3 4 3 3 1 1 3 2 1 5 4
Standby (other) 2 4 4 1 5
Trauma 5 4 3 5 6 4 2 9 5 3 2 9
Total 2008 calls 63 109 97 60 83 69 92 84 92 92 68 96
Total 2007 calls 69 90 83 85 71 52 100 73 75 74 74 76
Total 2008 hours 216 388 366 242 297 254 318 520 348 321 224 324
Total 2007 hours 286 385 312 366 330 237 407 278 287 262 262 292
Total number of hours for ambulance calls = 3818
Estimated number of hours for training/cont. ed. = 346
Total hours for 2008 = 4164
Total amount to maintain ambulance service = $ 360,628.73
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In 2008 the board of adjustment heard 21 requests resulting in the
following actions
Granted Denied Tabled Postponed Withdrawn
Administrative Appeal









Lee A. Sawyer, Chairman











— Town Manager —
Two of this past year's primary challenges were carried over from the
previous year. Construction work has continued on the new wastewater
treatment facility. Progress on the project has been on time and within
budget. The facility will undergo operational testing beginning in late
February 2009 and will be up and operating by May of 2009. The Town's
long term drinking water needs are continuing to be addressed, as pumping
tests are currently under way at the proposed well site on Squantum Road.
The tests are part of a lengthy permitting process required by the NHDES.
If all goes as planned, the new well is expected to be operational by late
2010. The needs of the water system will continue to be addressed during
2009 when additional v/ater main replacements are planned.
In August Jo Anne Carr joined the Town's staff as Director of Planning
and Economic Development. In addition to acting as the Town's economic
development co-coordinator and grants administrator, she will be providing
technical assistance to various boards.
This year, my first as Jaffrey's Town Manager, has been a process of
getting to know the community, its citizens, and the Town's employees
and volunteers. It has been an illuminating and rewarding experience. I
would like to thank the Board of Selectmen for the opportunity to serve
the Town of Jaffrey, as well the Town's employees and citizens for so





— Building Inspector —







3'' Qtr ; 4* Qtr Total
Additions H ! H 2 4
Bams ; H 1
Decks/Porches 1 \\ \ 6 i 1 19















Remodeling/Dormers 1 5 i 5 1 7 18
Sheds/Outbuilding 2 4 ! 4 ; 3 13
Electrical 1 5 i 3 1 5 14
Industrial/Commercial
Apartments/Condominiums










Remodeling 2 \ 2 \ 4 8
Structures 3
; 13 4
Electrical 1 3 1 3 7
Totals
II
11 39 J 30
i
33 113
The building department followed up on 9 complaints
Submitted by:
David Baron, Building Inspector
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The Jaffrey Fire Department responded to 43 1 calls for service in 2008. 82
of the calls for service occurred during the December 1 1th thru December
22nd Ice Storm. Not including the Ice Storm calls there was an increase of
5 1 calls for service from the previous 2007 year.
Automatic Alarm Detector Activations topped the list followed by
Motor Vehicle Accidents and then Investigations:
Classifications
Assist Police or Other Agency
Assist Ambulance / EMS Incident













Ice Storm Dec 2008
Service Call
2008 Total Calls for Service



















The fire department received a FEMA Firefighter Assistance Grant that
was used to purchase new firefighter protective clothing sets and a washer
extractor to clean the gear. A second FEMA Firefighter Assistance Grant
was awarded to purchase a new brush truck. Unfortunately the first
manufacturer that was contracted to build the truck went out of business
before the truck was built. With FEMA's corporation the grant funds have
been extended and a new vendor has been selected and the truck should be
completed and deliver in the early part of spring 2009. We will continue to
apply for all grants that will assist the fire department and the town
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The firefighter's continued to commit to attending monthly trainings,
specialty trainings and a full day of practical training at the New Hampshire
Fire Academy. Through the commitment and dedication of the firefighters
the fire department was able to mitigate minor and major challenging
incidents that occurred during the year. The fire department currently has
25 members including the Chief. The average response for calls in 2008
was 9 firefighters per call. Additional members will be added in 2009 and
anyone that is interested in becoming a call firefighter should contact the
Fire Chief at the fire station.
The accomplishments and the level of service provided by the fire
department are made possible by the dedicated firefighters, their families,
the retired firefighters, the Jaffrey Firefighters Co., the FAST Squad,
local business, citizens, taxpayers and all of the fire departments in the
area that helped us in a time of need. We thank you for your support and
assistance.
A smoke detector is your first line of defense in the event of a fire, at a
minimum one smoke detector should be installed on every level of your
home. Additional smoke detectors should be installed in every bedroom
and hallway outside of the bedrooms. A carbon monoxide detector should
also be installed on every level of your home. Detectors need to be tested
monthly and the batteries need to be change at a minimum of once per
year. Please contact the fire department with any questions or if you need
help in installing a smoke or carbon monoxide detector.
Respectfully submitted
David Chamberlain Fire, Chief Keith Dupuis, Assistant Fire Chief
EVERYONE GOES HOME.
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Fire Chief FF II /EMT
Asst. Chief FF 11/ EMT
Fire Captain FF II / EMT
EMS Captain FF I / EMT
RETIRED 11/30/2008
2nd LT./ FF II






Firefighter II / EMT-I
Firefighter II / EMT
Firefighter I
Firefighter I
Firefighter II / EMT
Firefighter II /EMT
Firefighter II / EMT
Firefighter II / EMT-I
Firefighter II / EMT
Firefighter I
Resigned 9/8/08


































Sonority as of 2009 Anniversary of Date of Hire
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— Health Officer —








Water tests at beaches
3
5
Health violations by landlord or tenant 2
Dog bites 1
Cat bite
Investigated report of unsanitary living
Conditions
1





Tenant complaint, lack of heat
Communicable diseases reported





Idling diesel engines overnight 1
School facilities inspection
Sewer connected to storm drain
9
1
Toddlers without leak proof diapers at beach









— Library Director —





















Library Services and Programs
Reference Questions Answered 2,047
Materials Borrowed from Interlibrary Loan 1,067
Materials Loaned to other Libraries 962
Internet Use 5,415 +44%
Use of Meeting Room 270
Summer Reading Program: Members: 146
Total hours read/listened 2,638
Children's Programs 74 Attendance 1921
Adult Programs 16 Attendance 212
Films Programs 38 Attendance 950





— Public Welfare Director —
Over the last twelve months the Town of Jaffrey saw several changes
in our economy which played a significant role in the year 2008.
Many outside resources were utilized to keep housing and shelter
costs to a minimum. The need for additional affordable housing still
remains one of Jaffrey 's largest obstacles to economic independence for
the working force. This department spent $10,963.00 for homeless shelter
costs this year and the continued slump in the economy sent many more
families to the foreclosure and eviction process. Oil companies have
agreed to allow people to set up payment plans for fuel deliveries keeping
oil costs to the town slightly lower than 2007. Continually, the number
of people with long-term illnesses, new injuries, new diagnoses, terminal
diseases, and permanent disabilities increases. There are a very limited
number of affordable housing units for people on a fixed income or who
are unable to work to support themselves, keeping assistance payments
for these categories relatively high.
An ice storm on December 1 1 , 2008 left thousands of people without
power and many lost food. The Town of Jaffrey distributed $100.00 food
vouchers to replace lost or damaged food to almost 40 households, and
provided storage to a woman whose trailer was no longer inhabitable.
There is hope for 2009, as other resources will be tapped into to help
the people of Jaffrey maintain their standard of need and so everyone's
basic needs are met.
2008 General Assistance payments:
Food $ 2,555.33
Shelter $ 99,979.47
Medical / Emergency Dental $ 12,033.82
Utilities $ 11,814.47
Fuel Oil $ 10,642.14
Gasoline $ 597.48
Disaster Assistance: Ice Storm
Replacement Food Vouchers 3,600.00
Storage Unit $ 319.00
Gasoline $ 20.00
2008 TOTAL EXPENDED $141,561.71
Respectfully submitted,
Mary M. Drew
Director of Public Welfare
Town of Jaffrey
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— Police Department —
2008 proved to be a year of status quo and necessary adjustment. Our
status quo was in the form of maintaining current staffing levels. Although
we have not yet been able to fill our remaining full time patrol position,
neither have we experienced the loss of any personnel through the year.
Our recruiting efforts continue and I am confident that we will be able to
find that person that is both suitable and a good fit for our department.
When that has been accomplished we will once again be able to take a
pro-active approach and better serve the law enforcement needs of this
community.
We welcomed two new additions to our law enforcement family when
Paul Dionne and Phil Labrie joined us as Crossing Guards.
A significant challenge during 2008 was to manage and absorb the impact of
fuel costs that rose to levels completely unforeseen and, frankly, shocking
to us all. As an agency we sought the balance of responsible adjustment
to this unanticipated expense with our commitment to a regular patrol
presence in all parts of our community. That presence became increasingly
important during the course of the December ice storm when many homes
in the town were without power and unoccupied. I am satisfied that we
made the best use of our resources in accomplishing that task.
I have the good fortune to work with a staff, both sworn and unsworn,
that is highly motivated and committed to providing the citizens of this
community with a professional level of law enforcement services. I hope
the citizens of Jaffrey share that view.
Your thoughts on how we do our job and how we might better serve the
law enforcement needs of this community are always of interest to me.




— Public Works Department —
Cemeteries/Parks and Commons Division: In 2008, the Town performed
1 1 full-body and cremation burials. The staff assisted and participated with
the Cemetery Committee by attending regular meetings, work sessions
and the annual cleanup. Staff also assisted the Committee with continuing
work on the Cutter Cemetery expansion and assisted with the rehabilitation
of the Conant Cemetery fence. A portion of the water system which was not
functioning at the end of 2007 was replaced at Conant Cemetery allowing
one faucet to obtain water. Annual cemetery cleanup day was held on
November 13th to remove materials from gravesites in preparation for
winter and those that do not comply with the regulations to improve the
general appearance of the facilities. The Town continued contracting out
landscaping maintenance activities to a private contractor.
Highway Division: The Highway Department repaved Knight Street and
Webster Street in 2008 and undertook a number of drainage maintenance
projects. Heath Road which was an area of concern where the 6' culvert
under the roadway had been unable to handle the flow and water during
past flooding events and was very close to overtopping the roadway
was addressed. The Town received a hazard mitigation grant from the
New Hampshire Department of Homeland Security and Emergency
Management to add a culvert capable of handling additional water during
flooding and protecting the road. This project was completed in 2008.
Sidewalk along Oak Street was reconstructed. In addition to the above
projects, the Highway Crews performed winter and summer (seasonal)
maintenance on over 64 miles ofTown roads (including 20 miles of gravel
road). The highway crew assisted other Departments throughout the year
including the Water, Sewer, Recreation, Fire and Police. The Mechanic
with assistance from Highway staff, maintained and kept operational the
Town's vehicles and in addition to maintaining highway vehicles, over 226
hours of labor was expended maintaining Fire, Police, Water, Sewer, and
Recreation Department vehicles and equipment. The Highway Division
also took delivery of a new trackless tractor approved at the 2008 Town
Meeting and was immediately put into service for roadside mowing and
winter maintenance of sidewalks. In December, the entire department,
as well as the entire town was challenged during the ice storm. Roadside
cleanup of fallen branches will take months.
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Wastewater Division: The wastewater treatment plant processed
approximately 234,855,000 gallons (average 643,438 gallons per day)
of wastewater in 2008. Aquarion Operating Company (United Water)
of Auburn, NH is in the fourth year of contract operations of the sewer
facilities including the wastewater treatment plant, Hadley Road head
works, 5 pump stations and 15 miles of collection sewer. As part of their
normal operations, Aquarion completed cleaning of approximately 18,480
linear feet (3.5 miles) of collection sewer completing the fourth year of a
preventive maintenance program addressing the sanitary sewer collection
system, manholes and pump stations. During 2008, there were 5 callouts
for sewer related problems (blockages or overflows).
The Town continued working towards compliance with an Administrative
Order originally issued by EPA in 2004 and amended in February,
2006 requiring the town to comply with stringent effluent standards
and more restrictive NPDES permit limits by completing a significant
upgrade to the existing wastewater treatment system. Penta Corporation
(Moultonborough, NH) began work in June, 2007 and through December,
2008 construction was about 90% complete. It is expected that construction
will be soon be substantially complete and the new treatment plant on-
line in the spring of 2009. As you may recall, in 2007, the Town was
extremely fortunate to receive a $ 2,000,000 grant from the Economic
Development Administration (EDA) through the efforts of Senator John
Sununu and his staff. Senators Sununu, Gregg and Congressman Paul
Hodes secured an additional $ 295,000 in funds appropriated in the 2008
Federal budget. In 2008, with assistance again from our elected officials,
received another grant in the amount of $2,425,000 from USDA Rural
Development. These grants together with the anticipated 30% State of
New Hampshire State Aid Grant will greatly help defray the construction
costs of the upgraded wastewater facility. During the December ice storm,
the main generator for the facility failed and determined unrepairable.
This resulted in holding back treated wastewater in the lagoons and not
discharging to the river. This action insured that no untreated or partially
treated wastewater was discharged to the Contoocook River.
Water Division: The Department produced approximately 146,761,000
gallons (average 400,986 gallons per day) from two groundwater wells
and provided potable drinking water and fire protection to approximately
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1 ,530 accounts in Jaffrey and Rindge. The Department responded to Five
(5) water main breaks. Hydrant repair continued with the repair of 31
hydrants. Hydrants were flushed twice during the year (spring and fall).
One hundred and twenty-seven (127) residential and commercial water
meters were installed or replaced and an additional forty-six (46) radio read
units were replaced or upgraded. This completed the meter replacement
program and all meters are now radio read. The interior and exterior of
both the Bullet Pond and Poole tanks were inspected and cleaned.
Since 2005, work has progressed on the optimization of the existing water
supply. Well #2 (the second or redundant/back-up well) at the Turnpike
Well House which was installed in 2007 was approved for operation by DES
and put into service. Well #1 (the older well at Turnpike) was inspected,
cleaned and the pump rehabilitated and placed back in service. As reported
last year with DES approval, we began a program to incrementally increase
the Contoocook Well pumping rate and in 2008, DES approved increasing
the rate to 300,000 gallons per day. We rely on Contoocook Well to
provide about 75% of the town's water. Work continued on the Squantum
Road property to secure the necessary permits to develop this location as
an additional water source. Preliminary permitting was completed and the
final permitting for large groundwater withdrawal is in progress and will
be completed in 2009. A long-term pumping test required for the final
permit was completed in November.
In May, monthly utility billing commenced for the water & sewer bills.
The goal was to make it easier for residents to budget for their utility bills
and to also flag high water usage quicker. This allows residents to address
leaks in their properties promptly, instead of receiving an enormous bill
after 4 months for leakage. While the program is new, fine tuning is
ongoing. Thanks to all who provided comments on this program. The
input is important. During the December ice storm, all generators ran
without issue, although there were minor operational issues with the
facilities due to the loss of power.
Engineering Division: In 2008, the engineering division provided
assistance to all Department of Public Works functions as well as other
town departments and committees. A majority of 2008, was spent
overseeing and/or coordinating construction of the upgraded wastewater
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treatment plant, improvements at the Turnpike Well and increasing
capacity at the Contoocook Well. Assistance was provided for the Water/
Sewer Rate Study, a Water Audit (supply and demand analysis) and
calibrating the water model. Support was provided to the Planning Board
as needed by reviewing site and subdivision plans, inspecting development
projects, preparing bond recommendations for projects incorporating
public improvements and approving as-built plans. Three (3) roads were
approved for acceptance: Lord View, Fitch Road and Perry Road. The
division also oversaw the drainage and flood control improvements on
Heath Road under a Hazard Mitigation Grant from the New Hampshire
Homeland Security and Emergency Management Agency. The division
also coordinated permitting activities for the large groundwater withdrawal
permit required from DES for development of the additional water source
on Squantum Road. The division is also coordinating improvements to the
Main Street Dam and performing a hazard analysis. Finally the division
coordinated a facilities assessment of all town buildings which evaluated
each building on structural, electrical and mechanical.
Solid Waste/Transfer/Recycling Division: Material received and
processed at the Transfer Station in 2008 included the following
approximate amounts: 897 tons compactor waste, 570 tons bulky waste
including construction and demolition debris, 206 tons recycled material
(plastics, paper, corrugated), and 63 tons light iron, 6 tons of aluminum,
223 televisions, 122 computer monitors and 48 microwaves, 2 trailer loads
of tires, 27 propane tanks, 1.17 tons of batteries, and 1 1 1 Freon containing
items.
The Department continues to address operational and environmental
recommendations presented by the Board of Selectmen's citizen advisory
committee in 2004. Plans to cover and improve the bulky waste drop off
area and replace and insulate the transfer station roof are incorporated in
the Town's Capital Improvement Plan. A 2007 report from DES indicated
that Jaffrey's recycling rate of 27. 15% was better than the state average of
20.35% and per capita cost of solid waste management of $67.26 was less
than the state average of $86.22.
The staff continues to check for valid "dump" stickers and remind all that
stickers be obtained at both the Town Clerk's office and at the Transfer
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Station with a proof of residency. Seasonal stickers can be obtained at
the DPW office. Speaking of staff, Transfer Station employee Bruce
"Hammer" Hansen was recognized by the Board of Selectmen for 10
years of service to the town.
We continue to process commodities through the NRRA, which
competitively bids commodities and insures the best prices for their
members. These recycled goods conserved enough energy to run a
television for 392,692 hours, saved 2,879 trees, conserved 21,814 gallons
of gasoline and conserved 38,498 pounds of coal. Since the Fall, we have
seen commodity prices drop precipitously. We are attempting to stockpile
recyclables until the market improves. Revenue received from the sale of
these commodities totaled $43,101 in 2000. Following is a summary of
the materials processed at the Transfer Station last year:







FY 2005 FY 2006 FY 2007 FY 2008
Amount Amount Amount Amount Amount Amount
Household waste (compactor)
(Ions)
997.0 1016.7 1007.6 998.1 911.7 897.5
Bulky waste (C&D) (tons) 733.0 662.6 606.4 660.5 552.19 570.4
Automobile tires (about 2,775
tires per trailer load)
2 2 1 2 3 2
Plastics - #2 Clear (lbs) 4,445 4,540 4,780 6,700 7,550 9,325
Plastics - #2 Mixed (lbs) 4,305 4,190 4,020 3,200 3,340 11,163
Plastics -#1 ?ET (lbs) 5,065 10,660 11,600 19,460 14,250 23,460
Mixed Paper (Newspaper,
Magazines) (tons)
37.5 127.5 155.6 168.0 140.08 167.17
Corrugated Cardboard (tons) 58.6 49.5 49.6 31.5 34.48 16.84
Aluminum (tons) 4.13 4.67 3.24 6.0 4.75 5.99
Light Iron (tons) 231.93 265.2 185.8 206.9 112.77 63.31
Used Oil (gallons) 680 1050 950 1,580 1,500 800
Batteries (tons) 12.4 Not
Available
2.4 2.78 1.17
Freon Containing Items (units) 148 163 238 87 111
Propane Tanks (units) 153 52 49 16 27
Televisions, Monitors &
Microwaves (units)




Department of Public Works
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Every year I sit down to plan the department's goals and objectives for
the coming year. One thing I have learned in over 30 years in the field
of Recreation is that this "plan" is a guideline at best. Sometimes the
deviation from the "plan" is a good thing and sometimes it is not. This
past year included a little of both.
The formation of girl's softball and boy's baseball teams for Jaffrey /
Rindge Middle School was accomplished thanks to Paul McCullough,
Kerry Yaceshyn, and Bob DiTommaso. We're hoping the teams will be
included as part of the JRMS sport's program in 2009. Along with this
came the construction of a new batting cage at Humiston Field that can be
used for softball or baseball. This was accomplished at no cost to the town.
Thanks to a dedicated group of volunteers, new bleachers were purchased
and a new concrete base built at Humiston Field again with no expense to
the town thanks to Dave Griffin, Mark Kresge, and Bill Gordon. A new
fund raising event helped pay for the project; the Conant Baseball Alumni
Game began with the guidance of Sara Lyon. Work continued at the
Community Field as the dugouts were completed and a new scoreboard
was installed along with a flag pole. Thanks to the Department of Public
Works, Brian Dupuis, Tim Boudrieau, and Clif Pelissier. Work continues
with the foundation for the press box and concession with thanks to Keith
Dupuis, Bill Gordon, Al Devlin, Bruce Armer, Dave Baron, and Peter
Maki. Those mentioned above are but a few of our fellow citizens that
make our town special and a huge "thank you" to everyone involved as
a volunteer.
In January, the department
assisted with the set up of the
new voting location at the
VFW. Our department set
up for elections in March and
November, also at the VFW.
On Saturday, February 16, our
Saturday Morning Basketball
Program held a food collection
day to help replenish the local
food bank at a time when
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they were in need. This was a state-wide effort coordinated by the New
Hampshire Recreation and Parks Association.
After trying to guess what Mother Nature had in store for us whenever we
tried to hold an Easter Event, we decided to partner with the Jaffrey Public
Library. On Friday, March 21 the Easter Bunny helped hide eggs in the
library for a fun event
!
In cooperation with the Jaffrey Civic Center, a Senior's Coffee Club
was formed in March. The group meets each Wednesday at the Civic
Center from 9:30 - 11:00 a.m. Senior's gather for coffee, doughnuts,
refreshments, and conversation. The group takes a short break over the
summer and holidays.
New trips this year included a no school day trip to the New England
Aquarium, a trip to a Monster Truck Show, and an overnight holiday
shopping trip to North Conway.
The Mini Triathlon returned on August 24 with 30 participants swimming
Contoocook Lake, biking to the boat launch in Rindge, then running along
Rails to Trails back to the Community Field.
In November, David Edscom was recognized as he achieved his Eagle
Scout status. David partnered with the department to develop a new trail
in Children's Woods and Carey Park that connected Rails to Trails. The
new trail was 1 1/2 miles in length. David also constructed four entrance
signs and trail signs. Congratulations to David, he joins Robert Conroy in
being our second Eagle Scout in two years!
Of course, our regular programs and activities went on throughout the
year and as the following description and attendance figures show, it was
a successful year.
Challenges this year included the Spring renovation of the Recreation
Department offices due to flooding that occurred during a storm in
February. It was quite interesting with the entire staff working out of the
garage for two weeks!
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Other challenges occurred during the summer, as we experienced attempted
break ins and vandalism at our facilities. I would encourage anyone that
sees suspicious activity at any of our facilities to please notify the proper
authorities and help keep our facilities attractive and safe.
The biggest challenge occurred during December when the department
was called on to coordinate the emergency shelter at the Jaffrey Bible
Church. In cooperation with Pastor Brent Charles and Associate Pastor
Rick Needham as well as countless volunteers, the shelter was open from
Friday, December 12 through Saturday, December 20. Over 1600 meals
were served and those staying overnight at the shelter numbered over 300
during the time it was open. Our sincere thanks to those that assisted
by volunteering to clean, cook meals, serve, donate food, and provide
comfort.
Unfortunately, the 29th Annual Holiday Craft Fair was a casualty of the
Ice Storm, but we will be back next year!
So as the year drew to a close, many of us were able to take stock of what
is truly important and realize that once again, we have much to be thankful
for.
Thank you for the opportunity to be a part of Jaffrey.
Respectfully submitted.
Walt Pryor, CPRP (Certified Parks and Recreation Professional)
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2008 Recreation Programs and Participation
Activity / Program Participants
Adventure Camp 24
After School Karate 25
AIM Summer Program 2 1
1
AIM Summer Program Extended Care 46
Big "E" Trip 1 7
Boy's Babe Ruth Baseball 60
Boy's Babe Ruth Baseball Tournaments 800
Christmas Shopping Trip / Bright Nights 14
Christmas Shopping Trip / Overnight 7
Christmas Tree Lighting 285
Contoocook Beach Attendance 5750
Disney on Ice Princess Classics 10
Disney on Ice Finding Nemo 15
Easter Event 80
Fall Soccer 119
Foster's Downcast Clambake Trip 15
Halloween Haunted Hay Ride 650
Halloween Window Painting 22
Halloween Party (elementary school) 1 55
Ice Skating Rink 1200
Jaffrey/Rindge Marlins Swim Team (1) 39
Ketchum's Kicker's Soccer Camp 14
Magic Wings / Yankee Candle Trip 12
Mini's Summer Program 31
Mini Triathlon 30
Monadnock Senior's Club 25
Monster Truck Show 12
No School Day Trip - Montshire Museum 7
No School Day Trip - N.E. Aquarium 48
No School Day Trip - Pat's Peak Ski 20
Open Volleyball (2) 20
Pat's Peak Ski Prog. (JGS,JRMS,CHS) 39
Pitch, Hit & Throw Baseball Camp 1
9






































Pure Shot Basketball Camp
Rape, Aggression, Defense Program






Sunday Morning Basketball (3)
Sunday Afternoon Volleyball (4)

















Special Thanks to these hard working volunteers:
(1) Marge Clarke-Kevan coordinates Jaffrey/Rindge Marlins Swim Team
(2) Nancy Stone coordinates Adult Evening Volleyball
(3) Nick Hill coordinates Sunday Adult Basketball
(4) Richard Wagner coordinates Sunday Adult Volleyball
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Our partnership with the Town of Peterborough with regard to the Regional
Prosecutor's Office continues to be a successful and effective operation
and 2008 proved to be another active year. Actual statistics have shown a
notable increase in activity over 2007, with each department contributing
commensurate with their respective appropriations.
In addition to our prosecutorial function, our office participated in the
Con-Val High School Student Intern Program which was a rewarding
experience for us and hopefully for the students as well.
As a result of the international economic climate, our communities have
seen increases in fraudulent activities such as the issuance of bad checks,
thefts by deception and embezzlement. In all areas of offenses we have
had over $ 34,000.00 in restitution ordered to be paid to victims through
the Court, Department of Corrections or through our office. Additionally,
in most cases where a defendant fails to appear and officers appear at
court, witness fees are generally assessed and paid to the respective town's
general fund.
Our office also receives a limited amount of income through the collection
of discovery fees. In 2008 our total income was $ 1,270.00
The statistical breakdown is as follows and includes cases open, pending,
or closed out in 2008:
JAFFREY 2005 2006 2007 2008
728 735 775 887
[Of the 887 cases, 119 were minor traffic cases, 698* were criminal and 70
were juvenile. 1 * 13 cases also required administrative hearings at DMV
in Concord
Discovery Income = $ 600.00
PETERBOROUGH 2005 2006 2007 2008
529 565 535 606
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fOf the 606 cases, 107 were minor traffic cases, 453** were criminal and
46 were juvenile.] ** 10 cases also required administrative hearings at
DMV in Concord.
Discovery Income = $ 670.00
Respectfully submitted,
Richard Carpenter, Jr.









Jaffrey Resident — Marriage Report 2008
The following information is provided by the NH Department of Vital Records
Date Names Place of Residence
Feb 14 Breana L. Faircloth Jaffrey
Luis D. Gonzalez Jaffrey
Feb 15 Kristina E. Misiaszek Jaffrey
Nicholas L. Loughlin Jaffrey
Feb 16 Stacy M. Ravellette Jaffrey
Shawn L. Foumier Jaffrey
Mar 22 Amy M. Chicoine Jaffrey
Andrew S. Grant Jaffrey
Apr 22 Brigitte A. Leger Jaffrey
Christopher A. Leger Jaffrey
May 10 Tracey L. Grimes Jaffrey
Jonathan M. Burt Jaffrey
May 23 Nicole A. Donaldson Jaffrey
Jacob J. Landry Jaffrey
Jun07 AnnMarie Pine North Chelmsford, Ma
Christopher Del Rossi Jaffrey
Jun07 Amanda M. Lambert Jaffrey
Robert M. Carignan Jaffrey
Jun07 Stephanie E. Connor Jaffrey
Daniel J. Wrona Jaffrey
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Jaffrey Resident - Birth Report 2008
Thefollowing information is provided by the NH Department of Vital Records
Date Name Parents Place
Jan 03 Andries Petrus Ashley Jones Peterborough
Booysen Andries Booysen
Jan 15 Lily Rose Amber Jaime Liley Peterborough
Green Jordan Green
Jan 30 Riley Grace Sarah Vitello Keene
Vitello Jonathan Vitello
Feb 01 Angel Nicole Leah Stickney Peterborough
Runnals Adam Runnals
Feb 04 Phoenix John Johna O'Neil Peterborough
Crowe-O'Neil Joseph Crowe
Feb 08 Emma Lacy Heather Norris Peterborough
Norris Edward Norris
Feb 12 Owen Clark Susanne Doremus Peterborough
Doremus Nathan Doremus
Feb 13 Presleigh Meredith Charmaine Lambert Peterborough
Peard Matthew Peard
Feb 22 Carlee Judith Jami Coll Peterborough
Flinkstrom Mark Flinkstrom
Feb 29 Hayden Robert Louis Felicia Caisse Peterborough
Fontaine Gregory Fontaine
Mar 02 Luke Walker Katherine Hartnett Keene
Hartnett Daniel Hartnett
Mar 05 Emily Lindsey Samantha Lewis Peterborough
Lewis Brendan Lewis







































May 08 Isabella Rosalyn Joliah Indira Smart
Dicastro Brian Dicastro
Peterborough























Jul 16 Isaac Dylan
Allen
Feleisha Dumas Keene


































































































































Jaffrey Resident — Death Report 2008
The following information is provided by the NH Department of Vital Records
Date Name Place
Jan 19 Elinor Moore Peterborough
Feb 11 Rita (Lessard) Courchene Jaffrey
Feb 12 Robert Mansfield Peterborough
Feb 20 Polly (Lewis) Eichin Jaffrey
Feb 21 Lee Baer Jaffrey
Feb 25 James Lawn Jaffrey
Feb 27 Lillian (MacDonald) Washburn Jaffrey
Feb 28 Philip Dechert Manchester
Mar 03 Minnie (Hackler) Mattson Jaffrey
Mar 08 Gladys (Hansen) Myers Peterborough
Mar 08 Alice (Beyette) Lowell Jaffrey
Mar 13 William Nason Peterborough
Apr 05 Antoinette (Duval) Bourdon Jaffrey
Apr 19 Carolyn (McNeil) Merrill Peterborough
Apr 24 Donald Draper Peterborough
May 07 Carmella (Vanni) DeBell Jaffrey
May 20 Lorraine (Bennett) Marro Jaffrey
JunOl Marcia (Jordan) Boutwell Jaffrey
Jun03 Helen Ford Peterborough
Jun 11 Paul Weber Peterborough
Jun 12 Theodore Magoun Keene
Jun 24 Sally (Farrar) Dunn Concord
Jul 01 Marie (Daly)Robinson Jaffrey
Jul 13 Stanley Dombroski Manchester ,
Aug 01 Gwendolyn (Sumlin) Cameron Jaffrey
Aug 23 Melville Femald Jaffrey
Aug 25 Barbara (Kitteredge) Shepherd Jaffrey
Aug 27 Fred Bent, Sr Peterborough
Aug 30 Arthur Coll Jaffrey
.
Sept 03 Gerald Ricard Jaffrey
Sept 26 Louise (Primmer) Beam Jaffrey
Sept 30 Gladys Harris Jaffrey
Date Name Place
Sept 30 Martha (Nehring) Caron Peterborough
Oct 13 Florence (Slattery) Monnat Jaffrey
Oct 13 Joan (Campbell) Kelly Jaffrey
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— Vital Statistics—
Oct 25 Linda Sheriff Jaffrey
Oct 25 Rachel (Jackson) Desrosiers Peterborough
Oct 25 Lawrence Donovan, Jr Manchester
Nov 03 Beverly (Wyman) Bugler Jaffrey
Nov 06 Judith (Raymond) Tieger Jaffrey
Nov 06 Kerry Johnson Lebanon
Nov 18 Hubert Dumais Jaffrey
Nov 26 Vivian (Thomas) Stedman Jaffrey
Nov 30 Sidney Carlton II Peterborough
Dec 01 Wilma (Hale) Jewell Lebanon
Dec 20 John Sanderson Jaffrey
Dec 20 Ronald Taylor Jaffrey
Dec 21 Doris (Lieber) Stiles Peterborough





















Jaffrey Board of Selectmen







Monday through Friday, 8:30 am - 5 pm; Town Clerk/Tax
Collector: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 8:30 am - 5 pm,






Monadnock Economic Development Corp.
Election Distncts
US Congress District 2
Executive Council District 5
State Senate District 11
State Representative Cheshire County District 7
Incorporated; 1773
Origin: In 1749 this territory was chartered as Monadnock Number 2, sometimes called
Middle Monadnock or Middletown. It was one of the first towns established under the
New Hampshire propnetors' purchase of undivided lands under the Masonian claim.
The grant was renewed in 1767, and the town incorporated in 1773 as Jaffrey, in honor
of George Jaffrey, member of a prominent Portsmouth family. Both his father and son
were named George, and all three served as treasurer of the province. George Senior
held the position when the state was still under Massachusetts rule. George III also
served as proprietors' clerk, and was a life trustee of Dartmouth College, providing the
design for the official college seal.
Villages and Place Names: Hadley, Jaffrey Center, Squantum
Population, Year of the First Census Taken: 1 ,235 residents in 1 790
Population Trends: Population
change for Jaffrey totaled 2,575 over
50 years, from 2,911 in 1950 to 5,487
in 2000. The largest decennial
percent change was a 30 percent increase between 1970 and 1980, followed by a 24 percent
increase over the next decade. The 2007 Census estimate for Jaffrey was 5,678 residents,
which ranked 58th among New Hampshire's incorporated cities and towns.
Population Density and Land Area {NH Office of Energy & Planning): 149.0 persons per square mile of land area. Jaffrey contains
38.4 square miles of land area and 1 .8 square miles of inland water area.
Cheshire County
Economic & Labor Market Information Bureau, NH Employment Security, 2008 Community Response Received 08/06/08
All infomnation regarding ttie communities is from sources deemed reliable and is submitted subject to errors, omissions, modifications, and withdrawals without notice. No warranty



















Elected: Selectmen; Town Clerk
Appointed: Planning; Zoning; LibrarY; Conservation;
Economic Development




Town Fire Insurance Rating
Emergency Medical Service
Full-time


















Public Access Television Station


















PROPERTY Taxes {NH Dept. of Revenue Administration)
2007 Total Tax Rate (per $1000 of value) $23.47
2007 Equalization Ratio 93.3
2007 Full Value Tax Rate (per $1000 of value) $21.77
2007 Percent of Local Assessed Valuation by Property Type
Residential Land and Buildings 89.6%
Commercial Land and Buildings 9.4%
Public Utilities, Current Use, and Other 1.0%
Housing Supply
2007 Total Housing Units
(NH Office of Energy and Planning)
2,547
2007 Single-Family Units
Residential Permits, Net Change of Units
2007 Multi-Family Units
Residential Permits, Net Change of Units





Demographics (US Census Bureau)








Male 2,627 Female 2,849
Population by Age Group
Underage 5 333
Age 5 to 19 1,197
Age 20 to 34 947
Age 35 to 54 ' . 1,649
Age 55 to 64 491
Age 65 and over 859
Median Age 38.1 years
Educational Attainment, population 25 years and over
High school graduate or higher 83.7%
Bachelor's degree or higher 24.0%
Annual Income, 1999 (US Census Bureau)
Per capita income $21,412
Median 4-person family income $48,703
Median household income $45,033
Median Earnings, full-time, year-round workers
Male $35,349
Female $26,773
Families below the poverty level 3.8%
Labor Force (NHES-ELMI)
Annual Average 1997 2007
Civilian labor force 2,777 2,763
Employed 2,679 2,647
Unemployed 98 116
Unemployment rate 3.5% 4.2%
Employment & Wages (NHES-ELMI)
Annual Average Covered Employment 1997 2007
Goods Producing Industries
Average Employment 1,132 1,137
Average Weekly Wage $641 $888
Service Providing Industries
Average Employment 912 1,021
Average Weekly Wage $348 $546
Total Private Industry
Average Employment 2,044 2,158
Average Weekly Wage $510 $726
Government (Federal, State, and Local)
Average Employment 313 366
Average Weekly Wage $538 $760
Total. Private Industry plus Government
Average Employment 2,357 2,524
Average Weekly Wage $514 $731
n = indicates that data does not meet disclosure standards
Economic & Labor Market Information Bureau, NH Empioyrrent Secunty, 2008. Community Response Received 08/06/08
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Number of Schools 1
Grade Levels K 1-5
Total Enrollment 371
NH Licensed Child Care Facilities, 2008:
Grades K-12 are part of Jaffrey-Rlndge Cooperative (Jaffrey, Rlndgej

















Nearest Community College: Manchester; Nashua





DD Bean & Sons

















Transportation (distances estimated from city/town hail)
Road Access US Routes 202
State Routes 124,137
Nearest Interstate, Exit 1-91 (VT), Exit 3; Everett Tpk., Exits 7 - 8
Distance 32 miles; 33 miles
Railroad
Public Transportation
Nearest Public Use Airport, General Aviation
Jaffrey • Silver Ranch Runway 2,982 ft. asphalt
Lighted? Yes Navigation Aids? Yes
Nearest Airport with Scheduled Service
Manchester-Boston Regional Distance 44 miles
Number of Passenger Airlines Serving Airport
Driving distance to select cities:
X
X
Manchester, NH 42 miles X
Portland, Maine 138 miles X
Boston, Mass. 75 miles
New York City, NY 234 miles X
Montreal, Quebec 274 miles
X
COMMUTING TO Work (US Census Bureau) X
Workers 16 years and over X
Drove alone, car/truck/van 77.6% X
Carpooled, car/tnjck/van 12.2% X
Public transportation 0.7% X
Walked 4.1% X
Other means 0.0%
Worked at home 5.5%
Mean Travel Time to Work 22.7 minutes
Percent of Wori<ing Residents:
Working in community of residence 43%




















Tennis Courts: Indoor Facility
X Tennis Courts: Outdoor Facility


















Beach or Waterfront Recreation Area
Overnight or Day Camps
Nearest Ski Area(s): Pat's Peak
Other: Historic District; Monadnock State Park
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